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I Co-Chairman’s Bit
Martin Easterbrook

At this point before the convention many people are making their plans to attend. At least we hope so, otherwise the SECC is 
going to be a big and lonely place.

Some people may be going on their first trip abroad, for others it may just one of several trips this year. Even if you are one of 
our members from Glasgow, during the convention itself most of the people you will be meeting will be from far away.

This is very much the point of the Worldcon. It is something which you can find at a Worldcon that you will find nowhere else 
in SF fandom. At Intersection you will find even more of it than usual.

Perhaps however this is a good time to warn people that while this is often a great deal of fun it does sometimes come with 
unexpected frustrations. I still recall, during my first few days working in Brussels, that my carefully rehearsed French order for 
food was derailed by my failure to check whether a glass of cola was masculine or feminine.

This is one problem you won’t face in Glasgow but.you will probably come across the occasional Glaswegian accent which will 
prove to be an interesting challenge. (As an Englishmafi I’m sure this is even true for Glaswegians themselves but I can’t get any of 
them to admit it.)

When travelling or working outside the UK I find that about once a week I need to go off on my own to scream quietly at the 
way various things are organised differently from what had until then seemed to me to be the “natural and sensible” way of doing it 
in Britain. Strangely the only exceptions to this are things which various politicians have been telling me for the whole of my life 
are done better, by them of course, in my home country than anywhere else. These often seem to be the very things that are done 
better everywhere else!

These can be the best things about a holiday but it pays to allow enough time to appreciate them as new experiences rather 
than getting caught out with them when you are in a hurry. We’ll try not to do anything too unexpected or strange ourselves, just 
the usual nurdling competitions and haggis hunts.

I Co-Chairman’s Other Bit
Vincent Docherty

Since the last Progress Report was published an amazing thing has happened. We have a real convention on our hands. Our 
total membership is fast approaching 5000 so it looks as though we are going to be the largest non-US Worldcon ever.

Many hundreds of hotel booking forms have come in since the PR5 mailing in February, so we know that you are actually 
coming (a great relief to the committee). Shoe-horning an American sized convention into a set of British Hotels isn’t easy, but after 
a scary couple of days when the main rush started to come through the system seems to be working. Because of the number of 
bookings we are ‘getting the attention’ of more hotels and hope to increase the number of rooms we have allocated. We are 
monitoring the bookings process closely, so if you have a problem make sure you tell us as soon as possible.

It’s also nice to see so many of you going for the organised tours and taking advantage of the British Airways flight deal. Do 
remember to bring clothes appropriate for the weather, though. It will be warm, sunny and mild on some days, and wet and windy 
on others.

Most important though is that we have finalised the layout of the convention. ‘A place for everything and everything in its 
place’ as the old saying goes.

During the day almost everything will happen in the‘SECC and the Moat house. The heart of the convention will be the Fan 
Fair in the SECC’s Hall 4. This will give us both a friendly and lively mixing area and an area where fan groups can promote 
themselves. The Fan Fair will include the daytime Fan Lounge which will aim to maintain a UK fannish atmosphere and an 
adjacent space for fannish programme items. It also adjoins the Dealers Room and Art Show area which together take up one third 
of the hall. The rest of the Fan Fair will comprise the Science Programme computer area, catering, exhibits and convention desks.

The SECC will also contain the daytime Cinema, general programme rooms and the large extravaganzas hall where the 
Opening, Closing, Masquerade and Hugo ceremonies will be held. The Moat House will have more rooms for general programme, 
media, filk, workshops and some offices.

The night time fan social activities and bid parties will be centred around the Crest and the Central hotels. If you are 
interested in space in a hotel for an event or function or party, then please get in contact with us as soon as possible.

The programme design has reached the stage where the groups developing each stream, (literary, filk, media, science, fan, 
comics, games end special interests), have large collections of items and possible participants and are working to bring them 
together into a unified whole. The programme teams will always welcome suggestions for ideas or participants (volunteers 
especially) so do get in touch with us if you want to get involved and thank you if you have already been in touch.

In this PR you will find the Hugo and 1998 Site Selection Ballots. Please note the mailing deadlines for these and for mailed-in 
memberships. We intend to issue one final Progress Report (number 7) before the convention. This will be a very small PR aimed 
at giving you all the last minute news and travel information as well as details of how to actually find your way around Glasgow. 
This should get to you in July.

Finally, we hope that many of you will feel able to help with the organisation of the convention in some way. We rely on you for 
this as it’s really your show. It doesn’t matter how little time or effort you want to give, it will be appreciated (and believe us you 
wouldn’t want to be in charge!), so get in touch with us beforehand or come to the volunteers desk on the day and you too can 
become part of the Worldcon.

GEORGE FLYNN #497A
PO BOX 1069

3 KENDALL SQ. STN
CAMBRIDGE MA 02142
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"I guess he can fly that thing in here."
Have you ever been to a Worldcon with 
an exhibition hall big enough to park 
zepplins or fly a rocket cycle in? You will. 
(If Philadelphia wins the 2001 Worldcon.) 
The A-B-C exhibit hall in the Pennsylvania 
Convention Center in Philadelphia is 840 feet 
long. In fact, the Convention Center is large 
enough to hold two Worldcons simultaneously.

Additional Facts
• Larger than Boston and Baltimore combined.
• 1,200 guest room Mariott Hotel in the 

convention center complex.
• 5,530 hotel rooms within walking distance of 

the convention center.
• Adjacent to Chinatown restaurants.
• More food at the Historic Reading Terminal 

Market within the convention center complex.
• Direct connection to rail, bus and subway 

transportation. Rail connection to the airport.

Comparison to Competition 
(sizes in square feet) 
Exhibit Halls

Philadelphia Pa.C.C. Boston Hynes C.C.
A-B-C........... ...320,000 A-B............... ....82,000
D.................. ....115,000 C-D............... .... 74,000
Marriott....... .... 36,000

Theatre Seating
Grand Hall... .... 55,000 Auditorium..

Meeting Rooms
.... 37,000

84 rooms...... ... 170,000 41 rooms...... .... 96,000
Total Space... ...696,000 ....................... ...289,000

Memberships
Pre-Supporting $10.00
Pre-Opposing 17.76
Presupposer $27.76

Millenium Phil-Kin $40.00
Delegate $76.00

2001: The Millennium Philcon"
Suite 2001,402 Huntingdon Pike, Rockledge, PA 19046 

E-Mail: 2OO1@CYBER.COM
Copyright © 1994 The Philadelphia in 2001 Committee Philcon is a registered service mark of the PSJ.S.

mailto:2OO1@CYBER.COM
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I Gerry Anderson
by Ralph Titterton & Catherine Ford

Gerry Anderson has worked within the British film 
and television industry for the last 50 years, starting out 
as a trainee with the Colonial Film Unit in 1943. From 
that time Gerry worked an apprenticeship that included 
being an assistant editor and dubbing editor on many 
British films before making his debut as a director, in 
1954, for a television series called You’ve Never Seen 
This.

In 1955 he co-founded his first company, Pentagon 
Films, which led to the formation with Arthur Provis of 
A. P. Films and the beginnings of a unique career as a 
creator and producer of puppet films. This started 
initially in a small way with two series for young 
children called The Adventures of Twizzle and Torchy the 
Battery Boy, both made for Associated Rediffusion. 
From here the company made a pilot film, a puppet 
western called Four Feather Falls which was bought by 
Granada Television, and a series followed.

Techniques used on Four Feather Falls were the 
origins of a form of puppet film making which Gerry 
termed ‘Supermarionation’, a word which has become 
synonymous with the many series that were to follow 
over the next ten years. The first of these, Supercar, 
lead to A. P. Films being financed and finally bought out 
by Lew Grade, and thus began a long association with 
The ITC Entertainment Group Ltd.

A brief foray into live-action commercials led to the 
1961 top advertising award for Gerry before he returned 
to puppets and Fireball XL5. This series was networked 
in America on NBC. Stingray followed, which was the 
first colour film television series to be made in Britain.

The popularity of Gerry’s work was to reach its 
height with his next series, Thunderbirds, which sold to 
more than 150 markets in the United States and 66 
countries world wide. Two spin-off films were also made 
for United Artists, Thunderbirds Are Go! and 
Thunderbird Six. For his work on Thunderbirds, Gerry 
received the Royal Television Society silver medal for 
outstanding achievement and was awarded an Honorary 
Fellowship of The British Kinematographic Sound and 
Television Society.

By 1966 A. P. Films had reformed as the Century 21 
Organisation, chaired by Gerry with studios, record, toy, 
publishing and merchandising divisions.

Captain Scarlet And The Mysterons and Joe 90 
followed Thunderbirds, both series increasing the level 
of technology used in film production of this kind. It is 
important to note that many of the production staff 
working for Century 21 learnt their trade there and that 
the effects techniques there developed are still being 
used in the film industry today.

1969 saw Gerry move into live-action filming. 
Initially combining live-action and puppets with The 

Secret Service, and then the live-action film 
Doppelganger (aka Journey To The Far Side Of The Sun) 
made for Universal. This film received an Academy 
Award nomination for special effects, many elements of 
which were used for the highly acclaimed series UFO 
which was to follow.

The 1970s saw Gerry diversify into many more 
varying aspects of film production. In 1971/72, he 
headed Group 3 Productions to make the crime/ 
adventure series The Protectors, starring Robert 
Vaughan. This was a departure from his previous 
science fiction work and was filmed on location across 
Europe. During this time he also made an experimental 
puppet film The Investigator, made entirely on location 
on the island of Malta.

From 1975 to 1977 Gerry created and headed 
production on the most prestigious science fiction 
television series ever made in Great Britain, 
Space: 1999. With an international cast and very high 
production values, this series enjoyed very similar 
success to that of Thunderbirds, also selling to a world 
wide market. It remains very popular today, especially 
in the United States. While Space: 1999 was in 
production a one-off educational film was made jointly 
for the BBC and NBC. Called Into Infinity (aka The Day 
After Tomorrow), this live-action movie used a science 
fiction story to explain the many theories of Albert 
Einstein.

Following these programmes Gerry had a hiatus 
from film production, but continued to do development 
work in the United States and the Far East, and in 1980 
was the chairman of the Southern Counties Television 
Consortium in the franchise battle for the Southern 
Television region.

In 1981 Gerry had an appreciation society formed in 
recognition of his work, ‘Fanderson’. This society has 
continued successfully to the present day and is a well 
respected organisation with those professionals 
associated with the Anderson productions. Also in 1981, 
Gerry was appointed Honorary President of the 
International Rescue Corps, a post he held for eleven 
years. Taking its inspiration from Thunderbirds, this 
registered charity is made up of people from all walks of 
life, but with a core of personnel from the emergency 
services, who travel across the world and assist with 
rescue at scenes of natural disasters such as 
earthquakes. To date this organisation has worked in 
areas as far afield as Mexico, Russia, Iraq and most 
recently Japan.

Along with the above, 1981 saw Gerry’s return to 
that area of film production in which he has made his 
name, puppetry, and as before, he incorporated all of the 
latest innovations and techniques in the making of these
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new productions. With a new company, Anderson Bun- 
Pictures, Gerry made Terrahawks for London Weekend 
Television and — using stop motion animation for the 
first time — Dick Spanner, a private eye spoof set in a 
parallel universe. He also made a pilot film Space Police 
using the most sophisticated puppets available under 
the collective title of‘Galactronics’.

The latter half of the eighties saw Gerry diversify his 
work within the film industry yet again. In 1986 he 
entered the commercials field as a director and, using 
puppetry techniques learnt from his previous 
productions, produced many award winning 
commercials. He also entered the world of theatre, 
producing special effects for the West End musical 
Return To The Forbidden Planet. In 1990 this won the 
Evening Standard Musical of the Year award over stiff 
competition, and has since toured the United States and 
Australia. Gerry’s work was also the inspiration for an 
inventive mime show entitled Thunderbirds FAB, which 
has toured world-wide following very successful runs in 
the West End. He has even entered the pop world with 
two videos, Project 90 and Calling Elvis for Dire Straits.

September 1991 saw the first networked screening of 
Thunderbirds and the irresistible excitement of the show 
captured a whole new generation of viewers. 30 years 
after the original airing, Britain was again gripped with 

I Vine Clarke: Our Kind

The first time I met Vintf Clarke, he welcomed me 
into his home and gave me a book. He’s that kind of fan, 
the kind that fandom can always use a few more of. The 
book was titled Do-It-Yourself Brain Surgery, so you can 
see that he’s not only warm and generous, but twisted, 
too. Like I said, the kind we can use more of.

Brit fen have long marvelled at Vine's unassuming 
generosity, while most Murcan, Canadian, Aussie, and 
other fen have only made note of the unusual spelling of 
his name in fanzines and fan histories such as Harry 
Warner’s A Wealth of Fable. Oh, yeah. Visitors to 
Magicon and ConAdian fanzine lounges, or Minicon’s 
Minneapolis in ’73 suite, might remember seeing a 
poster-sized photo of Vine's sensitive fannish face.

I’m here to tell you a few Vintf stories from recent 
years. These stories will come as no big surprise to our 
British readers, but they may draw a few more overseas 
travellers to the, Intersection fan programme and lounge 
to meet this paragon of fannish fortitude, this fount of 
fannish lore, this giant among fen.

Get the feeling I like this guy?
That’s it, mostly. A. Vincent Clarke is an extremely 

likeable guy. The generosity in his nature leads him to 
do things like offering a rare fanzine with Robert 
Heinlein’s speech from the first Denvention, signed by 
the author, to help raise money for the Harris Fund 

“Thunderbird fever”, high viewing figures and another 
record merchandise campaign. The shows have not been 
off the air since.

The Nineties introduced yet another new medium to 
Gerry, that of cell animation with a few episodes of a 
possible series called GFI being made jointly in Great 
Britain and Russia. 1994 saw Gerry’s long-awaited 
return to television production when, after an eleven 
year wait, Space Police finally became reality with the 
spectacular Space Precinct. Again, Gerry is back at the 
head of Britain’s most expensive, prestigious and 
technically advanced science fiction series. Again there 
are world-wide sales and multi-million pound 
merchandising.

With all that Gerry Anderson has contributed to the 
British film and television industry, for all that he has 
accomplished within it, and perhaps far more 
importantly, for all the joy and sense of wonder he has 
brought millions — young and old — his name will 
always be part of our television history.

[Ralph Titterson is a long-time member of Fanderson 
and appreciator of Gerry’s work. He is working for 
Intersection as our liaison with Fanderson and as oracle 
of all things Andersonian.j

of Man, Our Kind of Fan
Geri Sullivan

which brought Chuch Harris to America for Corflu back 
in 1989. Vintf mentioned that offer in his first letter to 
me, which he sent along with two issues of Lee 
Hoffman’s Quandry, and later five “duplicate” issues of 
Britain’s first fanzine, Novae Terrae (Editor: Maurice K. 
Hanson. Associate editors: Ted Carnell, Arthur C. 
Clarke, and William F. Temple)! Gems like that are 
rarely seen at fanzine auctions, where prices for 
crumbling Twil-tone can quickly empty even the thickest 
wallet.

The Harris Fund soon reached its goal, but it marked 
only the beginning of my correspondence with Vin0. He 
gave me hints and good advice on the care and feeding of 
Chuch, reminded me that “fandom should be for fun,” 
and added me to his circle of correspondents. The only 
thing that matches reading a letter from Chuch Harris is 
reading Vin^‘s reply:

“By the way, no doubt you can teach a budgie to 
bark, but it wouldn’t sound authentic — not enough lung 
power. I remember years ago — was it coming back 
from SuperManCon? — it was somewhere in North 
London with other fans — going into a cafe and finding a 
talking budgie. The thing sounded like a teeny 
demented tape recorder.”

Later, when I was worried about finding a job, Vin# 
was there with quiet encouragement: “...I suppose by the
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time you get this you’ll have had the result of the 
interview you mentioned. Fingers tightly crossed for 
you! I think the most deadly thing in the field of 
employment is not being really interested in one’s job. 
I’m glad to say that this never happened to me — tho’ 
thinking back on a career that encompassed such 
varying jobs as bookselling and a telephone sales clerk 
selling nuts, bolts, screws and washers, (not to mention a 
lighthouse electrician for the RAF!) I guess a lot depends 
on one’s approach. Thinking back, I always approached 
a job from the view-point of a puzzle-solver; found them 
more interesting than the Times crossword!”

Although Vintf is long since retired, from time to 
time he toys with the idea of a new position, as shown in 
another response to Chuch:

“About DNQs. I’ve been thinking about putting 
together a 10 Commandments for Fans (move over, 
Jehovah), which would start:

“Thou Shalt Not Publish DNQs
“Thou Shalt Love and Cherish All Fans (except a 

few)
“Thou Shalt Not Destroy a Fanzine, etc.
“But I guess it’d be honoured more in the breach 

than the observance, as someone said. And in any case I 
think some Ghod living in Donaghadee did it better once 
upon a time.”

Perhaps we can get him to list the remaining 
Commandments at Intersection. And tell us about that 
job as a lighthouse electrician. Much as he will disagree 
with me for saying so, there’s something about Vintf that 
makes it easy to talk with him on just about any topic 
you can, think to bring up. And, if you’re short of words 
— like I was after my overdue flight finally touched 
down at Gatwick on my second Brit trip — Vin# will 
simply start in with a bit of fannish gossip or lore. An 
hour or two later, you’ll shake your head in bemusement 
at all the conversational territory you’ve covered with 
him since.

But back to our first meeting. The occasion was a 
KTF (Kent True Fandom) meeting that Vin<? hosted 
upon my first visit to England, specifically to give me a 
chance to meet everyone’s dear friend, Arfer, ATom, 
Arthur Thomson. Vintf was the quiet one that day, 
seeing that drink glasses were filled, food served, falling 
into his usual role of keeping Chuch in the conversation 
via handwritten notes. This disconcerted me at first. 
When around Chuch, both in America and in England, I 
had been the one doing most of the writing, carrying on 
intense and outrageous conversations with Chuch. I 
even felt a bit proprietorial about it. Right up until I 
remembered that I was the newcomer here: Vintf and 
Arfer had been writing such notes for years, even 
decades before Chuch ever heard of me.

At one point, whep things quieted down a bit and 
Arfer and Chuch were exchanging a few words, Vin£ 
started pulling out fanzines, saying, “Here, you probably 
haven’t seen this.” No sooner had I cracked the cover, he 

handed me two or three more fannish treasures both 
known and new (to me). There was so much to see and 
read, I could happily move into his fan library for a 
month or two (if his delightful, if old-fashioned, 
sensibilities wouldn’t be offended at the impropriety of 
it, me being female and all).

A few weeks later, we met again at Novacon. Vintf 
and Rob Hansen stayed at Chez Harris in Daventry, as 
did I. Between the 45-minute daily drive to and from 
Birmingham, and the midnight raids on the refrigerator 
for the sandwiches Sue Harris had left for us, I got to 
know Vintf a bit better. I heard him gently turn aside 
Rob’s question, “How much do we owe you for running 
off the stencils from the last two issues of Pulp? Vintf, it 
was over 60 pages, we must owe you something!” Chuch 
had similar question; Vintf had also run off the stencils 
for Q 23, Chuch’s American trip report. From what I can 
tell, you don’t have to look far into most Brit fan 
publishing projects to see the helpful hand of Vintf 
Clarke. Sometimes it’s his own projects, like the ATom 
memorial or his 1970s fanzine index. Other times it’s E- 
stencils, background material, or mimeo advice. When I 
asked him to agent Beyond the Enchanted Duplicator, he 
quickly responded, in typical Vin# fashion, “Of course, 
anything you ask (want any dragons slain?)...” Only 
later did he write, “What do you want an agent to dp, 
anyway?” and “Gee — I’ve never been an Agent — do I 
get a badge and a secret password?”

You can see why I like the guy. You will, too.
In letters, and on my first trip to England, I heard of 

Vine's love for used bookstores and the affordable 
treasures to be found within. More often than not, he’s 
looking for others as well as for his own collection. On 
my second trip, I spoke up and asked for a guided tour of 
the Charing Cross booksellers. We spent a happy 
afternoon delving into basements and backrooms stuffed 
floor to ceiling. I was leaving for home in a few days, 
and Vintf had already helped me lug my unwieldy 
luggage from Victoria Station to a pub where we met 
Pam Wells for dinner, so he knew how little room I had 
left in my bags. I’d already shipped one box of books 
home, could I afford to send another? Could I bear not 
to?

You’ll need to ask yourself these questions should 
you find yourself exploring the used bookshops of 
Glasgow with Intersection’s Fan Guest of Honour Vintf 
Clarke. Personally, I can’t think of a better way to spend 
an afternoon.

[Geri Sullivan is a jewel beyond price, someone who 
doesn't mind excitable editors faxing her at odd hours 
with requests for essays about old friends. A fanwriter of 
not inconsiderable reputation and experience, Geri is 
certainly someone your editor is looking forward to 
meeting at Intersection!]
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Balti’(nore in 1998
Raffle for a Mark 
Rogers Painting 
of Samurai Cat 

as a Pirate

Raffle for 
The Pirate Queen, 

a Painting 
by Ric Frane

All raffle tickets are 65 pence ($1 US). The winners will be 
chosen at our Pirates of Fenzance party at the Scottish 

Convention. You do not need to be present to win.

Pirates of Fenzance 
Costume Contest

Create a pirate costume and send 
photographs by August 1, 1995 to:

Baltimore in 1998 
Costume Contest 
c/o Lisa Ashton 
101 Crystal Spring Drive 
Ashton, MD 20861 USA

Prizes will be awarded at the Scottish 
Convention. You do not need to be present to 
win. (Questions may also be send to our e-mail 
address: Baltimore9 8 ©access.digex.net)

Pirate Short Story 
Writing Contest

Send an original science fiction or 
fantasy short story about pirates to:

Baltimore in 1998 Pirate 
Short Story Contest 
Post Office Box 1376 
Baltimore, MD 21203 USA

We reserve first publication rights. Entries 
must be postmarked by August 1, 1995. The 
winner will be announced at the Scottish 
Convention. The prize is a full uncut sheet of 
32 US dollar bills.

Baltimore Worldcon 1998, Inc., P.O. 1376, Baltimore, MD 21203

%25c2%25a9access.digex.net
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I Bob Kanefsky — Filk Guest
Mike Whitaker

In British filk, a while back, there was a brief, ah, 
skirmish, rejoicing in the title ‘Filk Wars’, in which, to 
use Chris Bell’s phrase, a certain Philker (better known 
as Philip Allcock) took delight in many witty and barbed 
parodies of others’ cherished filksongs, and said others, 
shall we say, retaliated. Come the third UK filk 
convention, Treble, this was explained to Bill Sutton, the 
US Guest of Honour. His response, when asked if the 
US filk scene had similar things, best sums up 
Intersection’s filk guest.

“We don’t need Filk Wars. We have Kanef.”
My next encounter with Kanef was by way of his 

songbooks (Songworm I-III) and the matching tapes 
(Tapeworm I-III). Not only was he killingly funny, he 
clearly had a certain amount of charisma and sheer 
cheek - since a considerable proportion of the songs on 
the Tapeworm tapes have his parodies performed by 
their victims original artists.

I finally met him, albeit more briefly than I’d like, 
when I was Interfilk guest at Consonance ‘92 in San 
Jose. Kanef is, at least at first impression, quiet and 
soft-spoken. He doesn’t actually perform (unless, 
apparently, you catch him feeling relaxed in the wee 

hours), but he does have a disconcerting habit of sitting 
in filk gatherings, and suddenly developing a maniacal 
grin and beginning to scribble furiously. The end result 
is deposited in front of its originator and intended victim 
when their defences are down. Once they have picked 
themselves up the floor, dried the tears of laughter, and 
can actually breathe again... well, he’s just too nice a 
guy for them to refuse to perform the song for him.

So that’s Kanef. The science programming people 
also have their hooks in him, since, heaven help the US 
space programme, he works under contract to NASA, 
and I’m told, is a wonderful person to tour Cape 
Canaveral with. As far as the filk programme goes, 
we’ve got him pencilled in for a few programme items, 
including a Desert Asteroid Filks item with filkdom’s 
answer to Sue Lawley, Sue Mason. With Kanef around, 
filk at Intersection will be interesting.

[Mike Whitaker is Filker of Note (you may now groan) 
who has released a tape of his own, The Oak, the Rowan 
and the Wild Rose. Somehow or other we have conned 
him into running the filk programme at Intersection, so a 
good time should be had by all.]

Can't decide between Boston in '98 and Noreascon*20011 Why not try... e-mail: info@arisia.org

Arisia '96
Writer Quests of Honour: 

Emma Bull & Will Shetterly
Artist Quest of Honour: 

Lissanne Lake
Fan Quest of Honour:

Rob Bazemore (Insanity * 3)
Memberships $30 US until
30 Nov 95. Write: Arisia, Inc.

12 -14 Jan 96 Suite 322

Boston Park Plaza Cambridge MA
Boston MA USA 02139 USA
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I Intersection Staff
Board:

Vince Docherty 
Margaret Austin 
Martin Easterbrook 
Oliver Griiter-Andrew

TR Smith 
Helen Steele 
Heidi Lyshol 
Tina Hewett

Claire Brialey 
Paul Dormer 
Gytha North

Mark Meenan 
Kees van Toorn
Patty Wells 
Kurt Siegel

(Co-chair, Acting DH Finance)
(Deputy Co-chair for Vince)
(Co-chair)
(Deputy Co-chair for Martin, DH 
Light Brigade and Acting DH 
Membership Services) 
(Vice-chair and DH USA)
(DH Fan Fair, DH Fixed Exhibits)
(DH Foreign Legion)
(DH Programming and Media Co
ordinator)
(DH Promotions)
(DH WSFS)
(DH Extravaganzas and Health &
Safety)
(DH Site)
(DH Publications)
(DH Ops)
(Deputy Vice-chair and DH Staff 
Services)

Finance:
Acting Division Head:
Deputies:

Corporate Business: 
At Con Treasurer:

Fixed Exhibits:
Acting Division Head:
Deputy:
Dealers Room: 

Deputy 
Staff

Art Show:
Deputy
Staff

Vince Docherty
Alice Lawson (Treasury), 
David Cooper (Control) 
Malcolm Reid
David Cooper

Helen Steele
Carline Mullan
Caroline Mullan
Brian Ameringen
Roger Robinson, Mark Plummer
Sylvia Starshine
Doug McCallum
Rosemary Gray, Vincent C.L. Jd-Ne’s, 
Linda Krawecke, Adrian Mudd, 
Jim and Jean Porter

Chair Advisors: Ben Yalow, Mark Olson, Joe Siclari, 
Kees van Toorn

Executive:
Martin Easterbrook 
Vince Docherty 
Margaret Austin 
Oliver Griiter-Andrew 
TR Smith 
Tina Hewett 
Claire Brialey 
Fiona Anderson

Extravaganzas and Health & Safety:
Division Head: Gytha North
Deputy: Alison Hopkins
Budget Controller: Mike Percival
US Liaison and Closing Ceremony:

Gary and Janet Anderson
Hugos: Mike Moir

Hugo Ceremony: Debbie Moir
Masquerade: Gytha North

Staff Christina Hill, Morris Keenan,
John Snyder

Opening Ceremony: Kim Knight
Staff Bill McGeachin, Gordon Saunders

Tech Liaison: ’ Richard the Rampant
Electrical Safety: Andy Croft

Fan Fair:
Division Head: Helen Steele
Deputy: Paul Treadaway
Staff: Steve Brewster, Richard Kettlewell,

Owen Dunn

Foreign Legion:
Division Head:
Agents Liaison West:
Agents Liaison East: 
(see Foreign Legion list)

Heidi Lyshol 
Heidi Lyshol 
Bridget Wilkinson

Membership Services:
Acting Division Head: Oliver Griiter-Andrew
Deputy: Larry van der Putte
Membership Registration:

Alasdair Hepburn
Staff Judith Jackson, Jim Samuel

At Con Registration: Larry van der Putte
Staff Colin Wightman, Jimmy Held, 

Kim Whysall, Tony Hammond, 
Maggie Smith, Malcolm Cohen, 
Marjorie Sachs, Wim v.d. Bospoort, 
Michiko Short

E-Mail: Wilma Meier
The Office: Allison Ewing, Alasdair Hepburn

Operations:
Patty WellsDivision Head:

Deputy: Fiona Anderson
Ops: Fiona Anderson

Staff Ellen Andresen, Peter Bell, 
Kent Bloom, Wim van der Bospoort, 
Seth Breidbart, Eddie Cochrane, 
Gary Feldbaum, Sarah Goodman, 
Mike Gould, Ralf Grosser, 
Judith Jackson, Rhodri James, 
Bob Jewett, Neil Jezzard, 
Robert Maughan, Pat McMurray, 
Judy Mortimore, Chris O’Shea, 
Alistair Reid, Stephen Rice, 
James Steel, Marcus Streets, 
Achim Sturm, Nico Veenkamp, 
Ann Wilson, Mark Young

Tech: Richard the Rampant
Staff Tim Broadribb, Mary Frost, 

Neil Headley, John Stewart,

11
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Committee (^Ambassadors:
California, USA Dave &Terry Berry, J. Shaun Lyon * *
Connecticut, USA Susan de Guardiola
Illinois, USA Maria Gavelis, Ross Pavlac *
Maryland, USA Michael J. Taylor
Massachusetts, USA Jim Belfiore, Kris Benders, Brigid Cassidy, Amysue Chase, Anton & Peggy Chernoff, 

Ed Council, Ed Dooley, Donald & Jill Eastlake, Dale Farmer, Joelll Herda, Richard Hill, Suli Isaacs, 
Christine Ivey, Walter Kahn, Sheri Kaplowitz, Allan Kent, Johnna Klukas, ’Zanne Labonville, 
Lois Mangan, Bridget McManus, Phil Nathanson, Mark Norton, Sheila Oranch, 
Bill Powers, Anita Raj, Mary Robison, Joe Ross, Nicholas Shectman, 
Rich Stoddart, Pat Vandenberg, John F. Willis

Minnesota, USA David Dyer-Bennet
New Hampshire, USA Holly Love. Skip Morris
New Jersey, USA Warren Mayer *
New York, USA Robert Sacks
Ohio, USA Liz Gross, Bob Hillis *
Turkey Neyir Cenk Gokee *
United Kingdom Martin Hoare

Air Travel to Boston from Afar
City
Amsterdam

Air Miles
3457

Time in Flight
6:50 Direct *

Frankfurt 3668 7:15 Direct
Hong Kong 7966 20:20
London 3274 6:20 Direct
Montreal 254 1:00 Direct
Paris 3449 6:40 Direct
Rome 4092 8:05 Direct
Sydney 10,088 20:45
Tokyo 6701 15:00
Toronto 446 1:45 Direct

What is “Pre-Supporting”?

Most bids sell one or more levels of “pre-supporting 
memberships” to help pay for the parties they run and fund their 
bid effort. These “memberships” have no official status, so what 
you get is determined by the bidding committee.

Regular pre-supporting for Boston in 1998 gets you a button, 
mention in a Boston in 1998 WorldCon Program Book ad, and a 
discount if you convert to attending at the Boston WorldCon.

Why 1998?

There is a zone system in which eastern North America is only 
eligible every third year. The 1989 WorldCon was in Boston run 
by a separate organization, 1992 was Orlando, Florida, and 1995 
will be Glasgow. Thus 1998 is the next eligible year. With good 
facilities and a good committee, Boston in 1998 will be a great 
convention!

★

off-season airfares from Europe start 1 September
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* Points of Interest

★
Boston Public Garden

Known as the oldest park in the country, the 
Boston Common was originally used as pasture 
land for cows, goats, and sheep, as well as a 
military training ground.

Boston Common
Home of the world famous Swan Boats, spend 

a sunny afternoon on this calm ride in the park, only 
two blocks from the Boston Park Plaza.

Faneuil Hall
“The Cradle of Liberty”, Faneuil Hall was the 

site of many fiery town meetings. Built in 1742 by 
the merchant Peter Faneuil, Faneuil Hall has served 
as an open forum meeting hall and market place for 
more than 250 years. *

Museum of Science
Over 400 interactive exhibits, Mugar 

Omnimax Theater, Hayden Planetarium, Laser 
Shows, Theater of Electricity, prehistoric dinosaur, 
How Life Began, Mathematica, and much more.

Museum of Fine Arts
Three floors of galleries, exhibits, gardens, 

films, and fun. See fine art ranging from musical 
instruments of old to paintings, sculpture, and 
special exhibits. *

New England Aquarium
Both indoor and outdoor exhibits of fish and 

other sea life, including a hands-on pool for the 
really curious, the New England Aquarium also 
features Whale Watch boat trips.

Computer Museum
One of the best computer museums in the 

world, this fine establishment has computers both * 
old and new and one you can walk in, too. This 
museum features interactive computers as well as 
computers for nostalgia nuts.

Childrens Museum
Covering two floors, this museum makes you 

participate in the fun. Make bubbles, climb in the 
sewer, and explore the Japanese House. The 
recycle shop here is a real find for costumers of all 
ages. *

Boston's Tea Party Ship
Located near South Station, and in Boston 

Harbor, the Tea Party ship is a replica of the ship 
where the American Revolution started. Bostonians 
and our guests still throw the tea overboard to 
symbolize our independence.

What you get for 
Pre-supporting

Conversion

$8 presupporters will get $12 credit towards 
conversion to attending the Boston in 1998 
WorldCon.

$25 Special Presupporters will get $40 credit to 
attending the Boston in 1998 WorldCon.

★ 
Publicity
All presupporters will be listed in our WorldCon 
Program Book advertising. Special Presupporters 
will also be listed in some flyers and other ads.

Drawing *

The last drawing to win 5 free double room nights 
at the Boston in 1998 WorldCon will be held at our 
Party on Sunday at Intersection. You do not have to 
be present to win.

Winners so far are: Andre Schiff, James Nichols, 
Anton Chemoff, Eric Cannon, Susan Giusto, and 
Pierre L. Richard.

Special Presupporters
who title

See page 30 for more of Boston in 1998!

Seth Breidbart 
Joseph E. Cullity, Jr. Home Boy
Chris Deery 
Peg Deery 
Carol Downing no-visible-means-of-supporter...
Rich Ferree
Susan Giusto Enigmatic Enchanter
Reilly Hayes Decomposer
Sherlock Hoka Pre-Opposer
Gail Hormats PREter-natural
Tim Lasko pre-supposer
Bob Lidral Pre-Opposer
Elan Jane Litt X *
Larry van der Putte PAST-something
Larry Ruh 
Larry Smith 
Tom Stern 
Becky Thomson Phantom-Ambassador Prospect
David A. Vogel pre-disposed
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Paul Vanezis, Marc Wells, 
Andre Willey, Sue Yule 

Gopher Hole: Miranda Aldham-Breary
Staff Andrew Adams, Phil Allcock,

Claire Brialey, Anders Frihagen, 
Alistair J. Grahame, Bo Jangeborg, 
Morris Keesan, Maija Meirenovs, 
Lori Meltzer, Jim Moyles, 
Marcel van der Rijst

Security/Stewards: John Harold
Staff Andrew Adams, Kevin Anderson,

KIM Campbell, Robbie Cantor, 
Noel Collyer, Iain Dickson, 
Lamoma Dickson, Nigel Furlong, 
Alistair Grahame, Richard James, 
Mike Jansen, Anthony Neil 
Gerald Mittenshaw-Hodge, 
Dea O’Connor, Annine von Orlow, 
Sherrie Powell, Rod Rishworth, 
Mike Siddall, Gary Stratmann, 
Marco Subias, Chris Tregenza, 
Caroline Wilson, Kenneth Wood

Information Desk: Alison Scott

Staff Ann Mair
Logistics Eamonn Patton

Programme:
Division Head: Tina Hewett
Deputy: James Steel
Programme Office Deputy: Stuart Hendren
Fan Programme: Jenny and Steve Glover

Staff Dougie Bell, Lilian Edwards,
Alison Freebaim, Deb Geisler, 
Steve Green, Richard Hewison, 
Christina Lake, Jackie McRobert, 
John D. Rickett, Lucy Schmindler, 
Chris Terran, Peter Thompson, 
Ian Weller

Science Programme: John Bray, Amanda Baker,
Dave Clements, Simon Bradshaw

Media Programme: Tina Hewett, John Philpott
Video Dave Lally

Filk Programme: Mike Whitaker
Staff Lissa Allcock, Tom Nanson, Smitty,

Chris Croughton
Literary Programme: Colin Harris and Nadja Tegan

I The Foreign Legion
Canada
Lloyd & Yvonne Penney 
4 Lisa Street, Apt 412 
Brampton
Ontario
L6T 4B6

Channel Islands
David Curry
Wesley House
St. Clement’s Inner Road
St. Clement
Jersey
JE 2 6 QQ

Croatia
Krsto Mazuranic
Slavonska 1
41430 Samobor

Eire
Brendan and Helen Ryder 
30 Beverley Downs
Templeogue
Dublin 16

Finland
Toni Jerrman 
Junailijankuja 1 B 29 
00520 Helsinki

Japan Oman/Middle East
Masamichi and Michiko Osako Vince Docherty
#523 1-5-11 Inaba TCD/13
Higashi-Osaka Box 81
Osaka 578 PDO

Muscat 113
France
Ellen Herzfeld Poland
189 rue de Fauborg-Saint-Denis Piotr Cholewa
75010 Paris UI. Szapirowa 1/24 

40-762 Katowice
Germany
Matthias Hofmann Spain
Karlstr. 10 Hector Ramos
79104 Freiburg i. Br. AEFCF Apdo. 116.051

28080 - Madrid
Lithuania
Gediminas Beresnevicius Sweden
Antakalnio 65-33
Vilnius, 2040

Carina and Andreas Bjbrklind
Fanjunkaregatan 9
S-58346

Netherlands Linkoping
Kees van Toom
Postbus 3411 Romania
3003 AK Rotterdam Alexandru Mironov

Televiziunea Romana -
Norway
Ellen Andresen
Wdm. Thranes gt. 62B

emisiunile de stiinta 
Calea Dorobanti 191 
Bucuresti

N-0173 Oslo 1
Russia
Mikhail Jakubowski
Per Podshipnikovei 12 kv 10
344102 g Rostov-on-Don

Turkey
Neyir Cenk Gbk$e
Tufan Sokak 12
Yenimahalle
Ankara 06170

Ukraine
Leonid Kouritz
Admiral Makarov Str. 58
Ap 24
327001 Nikolaev

Publicity (not Agents)

Eva Hauser
Na cihadle 55 
16000 Praha 6 
Czech Republic

Martin Schuster
Juhoslovanska 5 
04013 Kosice 
Slovakia
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I Membership Information
Currencies

Sterling
US Dollars
Canadian Dollars
Dutch Guilders
Deutschmarks

Supporting 
through 1995 

£15 
$25 
$30 

DF1 45 
DM 40

Attending 
until July 22nd 1995 

£90 
$145 
$180 

DF1 270 
DM 240

On the door
We will only accept payment in sterling for 

memberships taken at the convention.

Full weekend £100

Conversions from Supporting to Attending are charged at the difference between the current Attending rate and 
the Supporting rate.
Memberships for children born between 25th August 1988 and 24th August 1992 inclusive will be £5 or $10, and 
for those born between 25th August 1980 and 24th August 1988 inclusive £15 or $25. Children born after 
24th August 1992 are “babes in arms,” and will be admitted free. A small charge will be made for childcare 
services — see the article in PR5 on “Childcare at Intersection” for details.
Cheques, checks or any other spelling should be made payable to “Intersection.”
In the UK, we can accept payments for all purposes on Visa and Access/Mastercard. We require a signature 
with the payment, so you will have to mail or fax your orders to us, together with your card number, expiry date 
and registration address of the card. In the US, we can take Visa, Access and American Express over the phone 
and EMail as well as in writing.
Read this or Kurt will be sarcastic to me again. Both the con offices will cease taking pre-registrations on 
July 22nd 1995. People who wish to join after this date will have to buy their membership on the door.
Please note that no ‘soft’ or ‘squidgy’ currency memberships will be available on the door (the people to whom 
this applies know what I mean!). Please get your pre-registration form to us by July 22nd.

Tim Broadribb and Andy Morris 
Edward Penfold
Bill Ray
M. J. Simpson

Film Programme: 
Comics Programme: 
Games Programme: 
Audio Programme: 
Costuming Programme: Michelle Dennis
Special Interest Programme:

Tina Hewett
Jane Carnell (Gay/Lesbian Prog.) 
Duncan Lunan (Scottish Programme) 
Harry Payne (Anime Programme) 
Chris Donaldson 
Duncan Lunan
Mntara and Jenny Glover 
Marion Bird, Jack Davies, 
Marianne Dyson, Vicky Evans, 
Rob Glover, Hugh Mascetti, 
Julie Rigby, Maureen Thomas, 
Margo Zenk 
Jackie Griiter-Andrew

Staff

Guest Liaison:
Ceilidh:
Childcare:

Staff

Green Room:

Promotions:
Division Head:
Deputy:
Media Fandom:
Other Fandom:
General SF:
Merchandise:
Promotional Materials: John Bark
Sponsorship:

Arts Council Liaison:
Peter Wareham

TV & Publisher Liaison:

Claire Brialey 
Eddie Cochrane 
John Philpott 
John Bark 
Mark Plummer 
Gary Starr

Press Liaison:

Publications:
Division Head:
Deputy:
Special Assistant:
PR Editor:

Staff

Souvenir Book:

Mike Westhead
Alison Freebairn

Kees van Toorn
Johan-Martijn Flaton 
Nico Veenkamp 
Rhodri James
Richard Crook, Alasdair Grant, 
Steve Wiseman
Kees van Toom,
Johan-Martijn Flaton, Bert Visser

“Oversees Editor:” Heidi Lyshol
Souvenir Book Advertising:

Stuart C. Hellinger
Ad Chasing: David Power
Pocket Programme Book: Ian Sorensen
Newsletter:

Site:
Division Head:
Negotiations Assistant: 
SECC/Moathouse: 
Disabled Access: 
Restaurant List: 
Signs: 
Staff:
Party Coordination: 

Pro Liaison: 
Bid Liaison:

Steve Davies

Mark Meenan
Ian Sorensen
Mark Meenan
Cuddles
Bruce Saville
Joan Paterson and Tibs
Margaret Austin, Bernie Evans
Jackie McRobert
Ruth Sachter
Nancy Cobb

15
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Staff Services:
Division Head:
Timeline:
Volunteer Coordination:
Board Secretary:
Special Projects:
Support Services:
Staff:

USA
Division Head:
Deputy:
Office:

Database Guru:
Printer:
Travel Agent:
Party Hosts Extraordinaire:

Morris Keesan, Lori Meltzer 
Sharon Sbarsky
Ed Rush, Karl Wurtz and Amy West, 
Mike Drawdy, Bill Farina 
Tracy Henry
Chris Callahan, Dale Farmer, 
Dan Hoey, Bill Jensen, 
Amber Lawrence, Peggy Rae Pavlat, 
Bruce Pelz, Dick Roepke,
John Sapienza, Dalroy and Trevor 
Ward

Hugonaughts Party: 
Membership Agents:

Accountant:
Friendly Hands:

Kurt Siegel
Ben Yalow, Bernie Evans
TR Smith (for US)
Mike Westhead
Fiona Anderson
Nancy L. Cobb
Chuckles Prael, Ed Rush, 
Kathy Westhead, Deb Wilgosh

TR Smith
Kurt Siegel
TR Smith, Katje Renner, 
DeeAnn Farey
Covert Beach
DL Printing 
Pat Morgan

WSFS
Division Head:
Hugo Administrator: 
1998 Site Selection:

Deputies 
Staff

Business Meeting: 
Chair 
Deputy 
Secretary 
Timekeeper

Media Coordination:
Division Head:
Deputy:
Assistants:

Fanderson Contact:

Light Brigade:
Division Head:
Whimsey:

Paul Dormer
Mike Moir
Kevin Standlee
Tim Illingworth, Richard Wright
Judy Bemis, Bill Jensen,
Sally Woehrle

Kevin Standlee
John Lorentz
George Flynn 
Tim Illingworth

Tina Hewett
Claire Brialey
Colin Machan, Ian Pollard, Colin and
Mandy Taylor
Ralph Titterton

Oliver Griiter-Andrew
James Steel

64 pages long, with a full colour cover, Beyond contains fiction, articles, reviews, 
interviews, with columns by Kim Newman, Stephen Gallagher, David Sutton & Paul H. Birch. 

The aim of each issue will be to publish the finest quality
fantasy and science fiction.

ISSUE 1 NOW OUT!

Be sure to order from your newsagent now or subscribe direct

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
£14 (six issues)/ £26 (twelve issues)
£30 (twelve issues) USA/Overseas $45 (twelve issues)
$62A (twelve issues)
£2.50 (including postage & packing) UK ONLY

UK
Europe
Australia
Sample copy

I enclose cheque/P.O./International Money Order payable to Beyond for £/$
NAME...................................................................................................................................
ADDRESS................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................... POST CODE.......................

Send the above (or a copy) to: Beyond, 130, Union Road, Oswaldtwistle, Lancashire, BB5 3DR.
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An Exclusive Special Offer 
for Intersection Members:

A copy of the latest issue of 
CRITICAL WAVE for just 
£1.00 (UK) or $1.50 (US) 
(£2.00 rest of the world)

Yes, for just £1.00 in the UK, $1.50 in North America or the equivalent of 
£2.00 in your local currency if you live elsewhere, you can receive a copy of the 
April 1995 issue of CRITICAL WAVE. This issue features: an in-depth interview 
with MICHAEL MOORCOCK; STEPHEN BAXTER (author of RAFT, FLUX and ANTI

ICE) on "Exploration and Alienation in the SF of HG Wells"; interviews with 
GERRY ANDERSON and LES EDWARDS, two of Intersection's Guests of Honour; 
the latest column from British Fantasy Award winning author GRAHAM JOYCE.

Plus our usual Anime, TV and Fanzine columns; genre news; book, film and 
small press reviews; extensive convention and mart listings. Founded in 1987, 

CRITICAL WAVE has established a reputation for hard-hitting news coverage, 
perceptive essays and incisive reviews of the latest books, movies and comics.

Check out CRITICAL WAVE now and see why Michael Moorcock has called it the 
"most consistently interesting and intelligent" genre magazine available?

If you wish to take advantage of our special offer, or to take out a five-issue subscription, please complete the coupon below. 
Cheques or money orders should be made payable to "Critical Wave Publications" and sent either to: Martin Tudor, 845 
Alum Rock Road, Birmingham, B8 2AG, England, or (if you live in North America) to Mary Burns, 23 Kensington Court, 
Hempstead, NY 11550, USA. Subscriptions cost: £8.50 in the UK; £11 sterling, or equivalent of £12 in any other currency 
for the rest of Europe; $29 (£16) airmail, or $20 £12) by surface mail to North America, Africa and the Middle East; A$43 
(£17) airmail, or A$27 (£12) by surface mail to Australasia and the Far East. Allow 30 days for delivery. Please delete as 
appropriate and/or tick the relevant box(es):

( ] Please send me a sample copy of #40, I enclose........... (£1.00 in UK/US$ 1.50/£2.00 rest of the world)

[ ] I wish to subscribe for 5 issues and enclose ............

[ I I wish to buy a Lifetime Subscription and enclose ..........  (£85 UK/£110 Europe/$290 N America/£195 elsewhere)

Name:.................................................................................................................................................................................................

Address:............................................................................................................................................................................................

(WORLDCON)
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I Glasgow: How To Find It
Gary Louie, Rhodri James, Ian Sorensen

[Gary Louie dug out the following facts that you may 
not have known about Glasgow.]

Located in the upper north-eastern comer of 
Montana, the Glasgow area is rolling plains and open 
farmland. Established in the late 1800s as a railroad 
town, Glasgow grew in stature when the Fort Peck Dam 
was built a few miles out in 1933. One of the World's 
oldest and largest hydraulic earthfill dams, Fort Peck 
Dam stretches over four miles across the Missouri River. 
The former Glasgow Air Force Base was a centerpiece 
for the community. The large 13,500 ft. runway and 67 
buildings of the base are in good repair.

Population: 3600
Elevation: 2,294 ft.
Credits: Features: Firefox;

Commercials: Chevrolet;
Documentaries: Cousteau Society

Special Locations: Deactivated Glasgow Air Force 
Base, Fort Peck Indian Reservation, Fort Peck Lake and 
Dam, Glasgow Pioneer Museum.

[Er, thanks Gary. In fact...]
... in fact, says he breaking out of the editorial italics, 

Glasgow UK is located in the Strathclyde region of 
Scotland, a mere 44 miles from Edinburgh. While more 
detailed travel information will appear in PR7, here are 
brief details of how to make your way to Glasgow.

By Rail
Rail connections throughout the UK are still quite 

passable. People travelling up from southern England 
should be prepared for several hours of prime reading 
time, and if you are planning to travel at peak times it 
may be worth reserving a seat. Glasgow has two railway 
stations; trains from the east arrive at Queen Street 
Station (attached to the Copthorne Hotel), while those 
from the west (i.e. West Coast Line via Carlisle) arrive 
at the Central Station. Due to various engineering and 
timetabling anomalies, there are a few trains travelling 
up the East Coast Line that actually arrive at Central. 
Central is slightly closer to the SECC (the Central Hotel 
has an entrance onto the station concourse!), but both 
stations are in the middle of the hotel area and amply 
supplied with taxis.

By Bus
The UK does not in general have an equivalent to 

the Greyhound buses so common in the US; that’s what 
we’ve got trains for. The long distance coach services 
that do exist arrive at the Buchanan Street Bus Station 
on the northern edge of the hotel area.

By Air
Yes, Glasgow has an international airport, and a 

number of internal flights from various airports around 

the UK can get you there. All of these need to be booked 
in advance, so beware.

There are various ways of getting from the airport to 
your hotel. Most simply, get on the Airport Bus which 
will take you through central Glasgow to the Buchanan 
Street Bus Station. Alternatively, some of the Glasgow 
hotels have a courtesy bus which may be able to meet 
you. Contact your hotel to arrange this. Finally, you 
could take a taxi, of which more later.

By Car
IVfost people travelling up from south-east England 

will end up using the M1/M6 route to get north and west 
towards Glasgow, and taking an enforced lunch break in 
Birmingham. Others may head up the Al and cut across 
at Scotch Corner, taking enforced lunch breaks at all 
sorts of interesting places. Avoid the Al from Newcastle 
to Edinburgh if you are in any sort of a hurry as it is an 
A road in name only. Pretty much wherever you come 
from except Edinburgh and northern Scotland, you will 
end up on the A74/M74. Exit at Junction 4 to the M73, 
signposted for Stirling, Kincardine Bridge and Glasgow 
M8. The turn-off onto the M8 is only 1km further on. 
Once on the M8, head for the City Centre & Greenock. 
Drivers from Edinburgh have it easy - they are already 
on the M8.

The M8 passes through the middle of Glasgow, with 
Junction 18 dumping you right beside the Marriott Hotel 
and Anderston Rail Station. To get to the SECC, turn 
right onto the A814 (Clydeside Expressway) and take the 
first turn-off marked for the SECC, turn left at the 
traffic lights on the slip road and then almost 
immediately right into the SECC car parks. To get to 
the hotels in the centre of town, leave at Junctions 16 to 
18, depending on your hotel. BE CAREFUL: as you 
approach the city centre on the M8, lanes will disappear 
and appear from both left and, incredibly, right. Worse, 
there will be roadworks in the area, making it difficult to 
give directions! Finally, please note that while the M8 is 
shown running north-south over the Clyde on most 
maps, by following these directions you will be entering 
the city from the east, looping around and travelling 
south by the time you reach Junction 18.

Glasgow Taxis
The taxis in Glasgow are remarkably cheap, at least 

to someone used to the excesses of London and 
Cambridge. A Taxi from the Central Hotel to the SECC, 
about 20 minutes brisk stroll if you stroll briskly, cost a 
mere £2.50. Split between four or five people, this is not 
going to be a large outlay through Intersection.

[But enough, it’s time for me to fade back into 
editorial obscurity, and let someone else describe 
Scotland’s beauties far better than I can.]
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I Scottish Mist
My first memory of Scotland was a vast deserted 

beach in the middle of nowhere — by Naim on the East 
Coast. I had a spade and bucket; my parents were 
huddled in the shelter of the sand dunes and it was cold 
and windy. In subsequent years, my parents went south 
to Devon and Cornwall (though they still cuddled in the 
sand dunes while letting me paddle and build sand 
castles) and my next memory of Scotland was when my 
father uprooted family, dog, two cats and budgie and 
grimly drove north. By Oban, the budgie had fallen 
asleep — budgies do not respect the superb scenery of 
the West Highlands — and even the McBraynes ferry 
did not cause much excitement. When we disembarked 
on the Isle of Mull with a doubtful glance at Duart 
Castle (the first real castle I’d seen), my father just drove 
up and down an endless series of hills with an occasional 
clatter as he passed over a cattle ramp, until suddenly 
he stopped at the top of the last hill. There, below us, 
was a blue ribbon of sea, and beyond it, Iona, our new 
home. It was one of those magic moments and even the 
sight of the overgrown fishing boat, which was the next 
ferry, could not spoil it. A hill, Dun I, was clumsily stuck 
onto the island, I could vaguely see the white sands on 
the North End, and blurring into the distance (though I 
didn’t know it then) was Pigeon’s Cave, and the cliffs 
where the gannets nested. Further along was the Bay of 
the Corracle, where St Columba was wrecked. He 
landed, with fragments of his boats, in a blazing temper 
— of all the places to land, this ragged bay with 
treacherous currents is absolutely the worst. On the 
other side of the island, facing the Atlantic, was the 
stretch of the Machair, that strip of shore and grass 
stretching from the Cave of the Little Cross to Port Ban, 
a deserted bay where I used to swim in the nude until.a 
seal came to join me.

In those days, life on Iona was incredibly primitive: 
no streetlights (not many streets either), one shop the 
size of a normal dog kennel, a library opened briefly once 
a week and a hand-operated telephone exchange which 
shut down whenever any soap opera was on television. 
It was incredibly noisy with the roar of the sea and the 
wind. I retreated to my next memory: life in Edinburgh, 
living in the shadow of that dormant volcano, Arthur’s 
Seat. The Edinburgh year focuses on the Festival in 
August and the ‘associated Fringe when it seems that 
every theatre, community centre, park, church hall and 
telephone box gets pressed into service for a cascade of 
artistic events. There’s plays, stand up comedians, 
revues, musicals, social commentaries, exhibitions, one 
wo/man shows, anything that anyone can imagine and 
pay for. There’s shows where the cast outnumber the 
audience and others where the audience almost batters 
the doors down in their eagerness to enter. Up at the

Jenny Glover

Castle, there’s the Military Tattoo; down in Princes 
Street Gardens, there’s a firework concert. It’s an 
exciting time for everyone, tourists flood the city and I 
guess it’s not really surprising that prices shoot through 
the restaurant roofs.

Glasgow is only 50 minutes away from Edinburgh by 
train. It’s a much brasher city, a city of energy and 
surprises, bisected by the River Clyde. There’s an 
enthusiasm there, a curious juxtaposition of fine 
architecture and unexpected restaurants, typified 
perhaps by the Burrell Collection, a jumble of treasure 
collected by and for Glasgow shipowner Sir William 
Burrell, and housed in Pollok Halls and grounds.

That’s a handful of my Scottish memories taken out 
of cold storage and shaken about in print. It’s easy to 
find out more at any of the Tourist Information bureaux. 
People there are always helpful and ready to point out 
places of interest, possible accommodation for any 
budget and travel arrangements. I’m not just saying 
this: collecting travel information is one of my minor 
hobbies. It passes the time in a strange town; it converts 
a strange town into a series of interesting challenges. 
And I like that.

Graham Literary Agency
Affiliate Member, SFWA

Looking for mss in the 
categories of science 

fiction, fantasy, mystery, 
thriller, and suspense. 

No fees -15% commission. 
Query 1-3 pgs. w/ summary 
plus 1st 3 chapters & SASE.

North American clients only, please.

P.O. Box 1295
Roswell, GA 30077
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I An Urgent Warning The Baltimore in 1998 Bid Committee

To all Worldcon Bid Committees:
A nefarious plot has come to the attention of our 

bid committee. We have learned that all the World- 
con bid parties are going to be placed together in one 
room at the Scottish Convention. We shall all be 
forced to party to the death.

It is clearly obvious that the leaders of the Scottish 
Convention are planning to bid for a future Worldcon.

Instead of running a traditional bid, they have 
decided to imitate the Scottish Play and eliminate all 
possible competition from the very beginning.

We strongly recommend that all Worldcon bidders 
boycott the Scottish Convention to avoid this tragedy.

For the Pirates of Fenzance have access to all the 
most modem weapons of Worldcon bid party warfare 
and we’re not afraid to use them.

Baltimore in 1998’

Artwork by Hannah M.G. Shapero © 1995

Pre-Supporting: 
£3 ($5)

Pre-Opposing:
£12.50 ($19.98)

Privateer:
£25 ($40)

Letters of Marque:
£62.50 ($100)

Membership payments may be 
sent to our European Agent:

John Dallman 
27 Terront Road 
London N153AA
United Kingdom
Jgd@cix.compulink.co.uk

Make cheques and 
eurocheques in sterling 
payable to Baltimore in 1998.

Baltimore
Worldcon
1998, Inc.
Post Office Box 1376
Baltimore, MD 21203

Web Page - URL: http://www.access.digex.net/~balt98
E-mail - baltimore98@access.digex.net

mailto:Jgd@cix.compulink.co.uk
http://www.access.digex.net/%7Ebalt98
mailto:baltimore98@access.digex.net
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altimore in 1998
We are proud to announce that 

Peggy Rae Pavlat has been voted to 
be our chairperson should we win 
the 1998 Worldcon bid at Glasgow.

We wish to remind everyone that 
our bid has been moved to August 
5 -9, 1998 (Wednesday through 
Sunday) because the National 
Guard Bureau has taken over the 
Convention Center for the 1998 
Labor Day weekend.

A successful modern Worldcon begins with an 
excellent convention center. The Baltimore Con
vention Center is undergoing a rejuvenation, which 
is nearly completed. Floor space will be doubled to 
over 1.1 million square feet (102,000 square me
ters). In four levels, there will be seven exhibit 
halls, a 500-seat theater, four pre-function lobbies, 
forty-eight meeting rooms, two outdoor terraces, 
and four ballrooms.

There are over 3,300 hotel rooms located within 
three blocks of the Baltimore Convention Center.

Baltimore in 1998 
Bid Committee

Brian Alexander 
B. Shirley Avery 

Covert Beach 
Dana Carson 

Melinda Carson 
Jack L. Chalker 

Pat Ciuffreda 
Martin Deutsch

Joseph Fleischmann 
Bobby Gear 
Marty Gear 

Grinner 
Hal Haag 

Thomas Horman
Marian Horseman 

Kitty Jensen 
Quinn Jones

Mirian Kelly 
Pat Kelly 
Judith Kindell 
Perrianne Lurie 
Robert Macintosh 
Mike Mannes 
Thomas McMullan 
Rikk Mulligan 
Michael Nelson 
Lance Oszko 
Jul Owings 
Mark Owings 
Peggy Rae Pavlat 
John T. Sapienza, Jr, 
Nicholas Shectman 
Eva C. Whitley

An extensive network of skywalks and a six block 
brick promenade place the Inner Harbor with over 
12 waterside restaurants, three shopping pavilions 
with hundreds of shops and eateries, museums, 
entertainment activities, and historical sites within 
easy walking distance.

Baltimore’s waterfront is also the home for the 
Maryland Science Center, the National Aquarium 
with the new Marine Mammal Pavilion, the Mari
time Museum, the Baltimore Orioles Park, the U.S. 
Frigate Constellation, and Fort McHenry.

Baltimore’s proximity to the Chesapeake Bay, 
Washington, DC, and Virginia makes it an excellent 
location for an extended vacation.
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I A Guide To Driving In The UK
Margaret Austin

The car
Cars available for hire in the UK will be right-hand 

drive models (i.e. the driver sits on the right-hand side of 
the car) and will usually have manual transmission 
(stick-shift) with the gears being operated by a gear 
lever in combination with a clutch pedal. Americans and 
Europeans among you should bear in mind that even if 
you are used to driving with a stick-shift, you will have 
to use your left hand to change gear in a British hire car. 
If you are hiring a car and want one with automatic 
transmission be sure to say so at the time you make the 
booking. Cars with automatic transmission are likely to 
be in short supply.

In the UK, cars are fitted with a handbrake rather 
than the foot-operated emergency brake which 
Americans may be used to. This is located between the 
driver’s and passenger’s seats and is also operated with 
the left hand. It is necessary to put the handbrake on 
when stuck in traffic or at a junction on a slope so as to 
avoid rolling backwards.

The foot pedals are arranged in the same order 
throughout the world. From the left you will find first 
the clutch, in the middle the brake and on the right the 
accelerator (gas pedal). The clutch is operated with the 
left foot and the other two with the right foot.

Recently manufactured cars sold in the UK will have 
been fitted with white headlights, amber indicator 
lights, red brake lights and red rear fog lamps as 
standard. You may see cars from Europe with yellow 
headlights. The rear fog lamps are the same level of 
brightness as brake lights. It is illegal to use them 
except when it is foggy or visibility is severely reduced in 
a snow storm. You’re not supposed to use them just 
because it is dark or raining but a lot of people do.

The direction indicator (turn signal) control is 
normally mounted on a stick on the steering column. 
Cars imported from Japan have this mounted on the 
right (in common with older cars of UK origin) and cars 
manufactured within the European Union (EU) on the 
left. The windscreen wiper control is also mounted on 
the steering column. British folk who swap from one car 
to another can often be seen driving along in brilliant 
sunshine operating their windscreen wipers at junctions!

The speedometer in a British hire car will be 
calibrated in both miles per hour and kilometres per 
hour, the miles being the larger and more obvious of the 
two sets of markings.

The road
We drive on the left side of the road throughout the 

UK. We drive around roundabouts (traffic circles) in a 
clockwise direction.

The same road traffic laws and regulations apply 
throughout the UK. Signs are in English throughout the

UK and in both English and Welsh in Wales.
Motorways
Motorways are the UK equivalent of US freeways 

and are supposedly the highest quality of road although 
they can be unpleasant to drive on when traffic is very 
heavy especially during peak periods. Motorways have 
two carriageways separated by a central reservation 
(usually a strip of grass about 4ft wide with a metal 
crash barrier along its full length). Typically, a 
motorway has a hard shoulder and three lanes in each 
direction, but occasionally there are only two lanes. 
Recently refurbished stretches of motorway (e.g. the M4 
near Heathrow airport and the M25) have 4 lanes in 
each direction. A stretch of the M8 in Glasgow even has 
4 lanes in one direction and 5 in the other!

The hard shoulder on the left-hand side of each 
carriageway is where you park in the event of a 
breakdown. You are not supposed to stop on the hard 
shoulder except in the event of a breakdown or other 
emergency. The left-hand lane (often referred to as the 
inside lane) is the lane that you are supposed to stick to 
except when overtaking (i.e. passing). The other two 
lanes are for overtaking although it is permissible to 
continue in the middle lane after overtaking if there is 
other slower moving traffic in the left-hand lane. The 
right-hand lane (often referred to as the outside lane) is 
for overtaking only. Certain types of vehicles are not 
permitted in the right-hand lane at all although that 
doesn’t mean you won’t encounter them there on 
occasion! Please note an important difference between 
driving in the US and the UK is that overtaking on the 
inside (i.e. to the left of another vehicle) is not permitted.

Traffic already on the motorway has priority over 
traffic joining the motorway. When joining a motorway 
you are supposed to use the slip road (the UK name for 
the on-ramp) to gain speed so that you can ease in 
between the traffic which is already whizzing along at 70 
mph.

The slip road (i.e. the off-ramp) for traffic leaving 
always comes before the slip road for traffic joining the 
motorway at junctions although some inner city ring 
roads have an odd system where both the traffic joining 
and the traffic leaving the ring road use the same slip 
road. Coventry is one of these. Charing Cross in 
Glasgow is another. This set-up is dangerous.

The exit slip road almost invariably leads to a 
roundabout either underneath or over the motorway so 
that you have the option of turning either left or right or 
even rejoining the motorway if you find you’ve made a 
mistake and have left at the wrong junction.

Service areas are adjacent to the motorway and have 
their own entrance and exit slip roads. You don’t 
normally have to leave the motorway at a junction to
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find a petrol station although occasionally the service 
station will be located next to the exit roundabout. 
Service areas are usually about 30 miles apart except for 
some new stretches of motorway where they haven’t all 
been built yet (there will be signs warning you if there is 
no petrol for more than 30 miles).

Motorways are patrolled by unmarked police cars 
(with uniformed officers inside) as well as white patrol 
cars with red and yellow stripes down the side. The first 
you will know that you are being stopped by an 
unmarked car is when the blue lights (usually mounted 
under the bumpers) start to flash.

Motorways have emergency phones (which connect 
you to the local Police) at one mile intervals on the hard 
shoulder. They are mounted in orange boxes. Calls are 
free. The posts along the hard shoulder are marked with 
arrows to indicate the direction of the nearest call box. 
These phones are intended for use only in the event of a 
breakdown, accident or other emergency.

’A’ Roads
‘A’ roads are the next highest quality and are usually 

marked in red on maps. These may have one or two 
lanes on either side but seldom three. Roads with more 
than one lane on either side are known as dual
carriageways and will usually have a barrier of some 
sort to separate the carriageways or a proper central 
reservation as found on motorways. Roads with only one 
lane in each direction will usually have a broken white 
line down the middle to indicate the position of the 
centre of the road. The length of the white dashes is 
longer on the approach to hazards such as bends. A 
double solid white line means that overtaking is not 
permitted by traffic on either side of the road. A double 
white line comprising a solid line and a broken line 
indicates that overtaking is permitted by traffic on the 
broken line side only. The edge of the road may have a 
solid white line to assist night-time visibility where 
there is no street lighting. Solid white lines across the 
carriageway (i.e. your side of the road) at a junction 
mean that you must stop before proceeding across the 
junction. Dotted lines across the carriageway mean that 
you should slow down almost to a stop before 
determining whether it is safe to proceed. Bends in the 
road are often indicated by black and white chevrons - 
the more chevrons the sharper the curve.

'B' Roads
‘B’ roads are narrower and usually marked in orange 

or yellow on maps. Driving on these will be much slower 
than on motorways or ‘A’ roads. Roads with no letter or 
number will be of lower quality still. In places such as 
Devon, Cornwall, the Scottish Highlands and darkest 
Gloucestershire these may be single track roads with 
passing places. The lower quality roads are unlikely to 
have any markings.

Road signs
Signposting on Motorways and most ‘A’ roads is 

excellent, but on minor roads can descend to the level of 

hard-to-read fingerposts. Three types of road signs can 
be found throughout the UK. Many of these are also 
found in Europe. The shape varies according to the 
purpose of the sign: circles command, triangles warn and 
rectangles inform. Command signs are usually red and 
white. Rectangular signs are green on ordinary roads 
and blue on motorways. You may also find brown 
rectangular signs providing directions to tourist 
attractions, particularly National Trust properties. 
Turnings and junctions are signposted well ahead of the 
time when you need to signal and then again just before 
the actual turning.

Signs you will encounter frequently are:
STOP - this is a red octagonal (or circular) sign with 

the word STOP in large friendly letters.
NO ENTRY - this is a circular red sign with a white 

horizontal bar across.
YIELD - this is a white triangle with a red border 

and the word YIELD in black letters. (This is the older 
version of the ‘give way’ sign and means the same thing.)

GIVE WAY - this is a white triangle with a red 
border and the words GIVE WAY in black letters.

ONE WAY - this is a vertical blue rectangle with a 
white arrow pointing upwards.

SPEED LIMITS - except for the National limit (see 
below) these are round white signs with a red border and 
the speed limit in large, unfriendly, black letters in miles 
per hour (NOT kilometres).

NATIONAL SPEED LIMIT - this is a round white 
sign with a black border and black diagonal bar across 
(the limit is 60 mph, except on motorways).

NO U-TURNS - this is a white circular sign with a 
red border, a black upturned U and a red bar across.

Speed limits
Speed limits are posted in miles per hour throughout 

the UK and in kilometres per hour throughout Europe.
In so-called built-up areas, the speed limit is 30 mph 

unless there are signs which indicate a different limit 
(dual carriageways will often have a higher limit).

The speed limit on motorways and dual carriageways 
is 70 mph unless a lower limit is stated (there are 
temporary signs set into the central reservation on 
motorways which the Police can switch on and off when 
they want to set a lower limit e.g. if there is traffic 
congestion ahead).

On other roads the speed limit is 60 mph unless a 
lower limit is stated. Many roads including motorways 
are now fitted with cameras which detect cars exceeding 
the speed limit and photograph them in the act. Such 
cameras are usually mounted in grey boxes at the side of 
the road or on the central reservation on dual 
carriageways. Sometimes there are road signs (black on 
white) with a picture of a camera to warn drivers of the 
existence of speed traps. One in particular to watch out 
for is on the A4 which runs alongside Heathrow airport. 
The stretch east of the Edwardian Raddison hotel has a 
40 mph limit. If you hire a car at Heathrow you may
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well find yourself on this road.
Road works
Much of the UK is plagued with road works 

throughout the summer months. Don’t be surprised if 
you find long sections of the motorways with one or more 
lanes coned off to allow road maintenance crews to carry 
out repairs. It is usual for roadworks on motorways to 
be subject to a reduced speed limit of 50 mph. This will 
be signposted.

Roundabouts
Once you get used to them they do work very well, 

honest!
On approaching a roundabout you should slow down 

and be prepared to stop but shouldn’t automatically stop 
(this will annoy UK drivers). The rule is that you give 
way to traffic already on the roundabout or approaching 
it from your right if you are both likely to get to it at the 
same time. You go round a roundabout in a clockwise 
direction and signal left as you pass the exit before the 
one you want to take.

Traffic lights
Traffic lights are usually mounted on poles set into 

the sides of the road at junctions although in busy urban 
areas you may find them mounted overhead. Each set of 
lights has three lights arranged in a vertical column 
with red at the top, amber (yellow) in the middle and 
green at the bottom.

When approaching traffic lights if they change to red 
you must stop. You can cross a junction on an amber 
light if you are too close to the junction when the light 
changes from green to amber to stop safely, but crossing 
a junction on a red light is strictly forbidden. You are 
not allowed to turn on a red light as in the US. You 
cannot proceed until the lights turn green.

The sequence of the lights is:
Red - you must stop
Red and amber together - engage gear and 

prepare to move off but do not cross the line yet
Green - you may now proceed across the junction
Amber - the light is about to change to red so be 

ready to stop when it does
Red - you must stop
You may also encounter another light mounted on 

the side of the main column of traffic lights and which 
has red and green arrows. If the arrow is green while 
the main light is red this means that you may proceed in 
the direction of the arrow but in that direction only. 
Wide roads will often have a so-called filter lane on the 
left-hand side so that traffic in this lane can be 
controlled by the use of such arrows. Such lanes will 
also have an arrow indicating a left turn. You are not 
supposed to use this lane if you intend driving straight 
ahead. If you do so you will block the lane when the 
green arrow lights up and will incur the wrath of those 
queued behind you.

Emergency vehicles
Emergency vehicles i.e. police, ambulance and fire 

engines have blue flashing lights. Anyone with a red 
flashing light is either an impostor or a highway 
maintenance engineer attending the scene of an accident 
or subsidence to the road or whatever. Breakdown 
trucks have yellow flashing lights.

Petrol
Petrol (gasoline) is currently about £2.40 a gallon 

(Imperial not US gallon). A US gallon is 4/5 the size of 
an Imperial gallon. At an exchange rate of $1.60 = £1.00 
this means that the cost is approximately $3.00 per US 
gallon. Petrol is sold in litres these days but you will 
always find the price quoted in both litres and gallons. 
The large signs on the garage forecourt usually show the 
price in litres. There is some variation in price between 
different suppliers.

Motorway service stations always sell petrol and are 
invariably open 24 hours a day, but tend to be more 
expensive than other garages. Garages on other roads 
may have restricted opening hours. Self-service is usual. 
You will usually have to leave your car (lock it first) and 
walk into a shop to pay. If you want your windscreen 
cleaned or the oil topped up you will usually have to do 
this yourself.

Drinking and driving
Don’t! The penalties are severe. It is illegal to drive 

or to be in control of a vehicle (this can include sitting in 
the driving seat at the side of the road with the engine 
switched off) if the level of alcohol in your blood exceeds 
80 milligrammes per 100 ml of blood. If you are 
breathalysed by a police officer and found to have more 
than 35 microgrammes of alcohol per 100 ml of breath 
you will be arrested. For an average adult male, these 
limits are likely to be exceeded after consuming 
approximately two pints of ordinary strength beer. As 
individuals’ metabolisms vary and as many beers on sale 
in the UK are of above average strength it is safer not to 
consume alcohol at all if you intend to drive.

If the police stop you and ask for a breath sample 
you must give one. The penalty for non-compliance is 
the same as for having had too much to drink. They 
must have reasonable suspicion that you’ve committed 
an offence before they stop you, but they can easily find 
an excuse.

Parking
On-street parking is usually restricted within towns 

and cities. Parking is forbidden where there are double 
yellow lines at the edge of the road. Where there is 
either a single yellow line or a dotted one check the signs 
on the lampposts to see what the restrictions are (this 
will commonly be ‘no parking between 06:00 and 18:00’). 
Some roads will have parking meters. Check the 
instructions carefully as they do vary from place to place 
as well as from town to town. Many large towns and 
cities now clamp (Denver Boot?) or tow away vehicles 
which exceed parking limits.

Pedestrian crossings
Some pedestrian crossings just have black and white
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stripes on the road, and are known as Zebra Crossings. 
Others have traffic lights as well, and are called Pelican 
Crossings. Where there are no lights, the rule is that 
drivers don’t have to stop until and unless a pedestrian 
steps onto the crossing. Where there are lights, drivers 
must stop if either the lights are amber and someone is 
already on the crossing or if the lights are red. The 
pedestrian will usually be shown a green man when it is 
safe to cross. However, the lights only give pedestrians 
enough time to get about two thirds of the way across 
the road unless they are Olympic athletes.

There is no law preventing pedestrians crossing the 
road wherever they like so watch out for people all along 
a road, not just at the corners.

The Highway Code
The Highway Code, available in all good UK book 

stores and many newsagents, provides a summary of UK 
traffic law and has pictures of all the road signs in use in 
Britain (many of which are also used throughout the 
EU). It is an official government publication.

Maps
Excellent route maps are obtainable from many 

motorway service stations and garage forecourt shops. 
The AA, the RAC and Rand McNally produce some of the 
best. The AA does a large format paperback edition 
(roughly A3 size) which is available in Little Chef 
restaurants, amongst other places, price under £5.00. If 
you want a map that shows every road, however small, 

then you need an Ordnance Survey map. There are 
hundreds of these each covering a small area of England, 
Wales or Scotland. They can also be purchased at 
motorway service stations. Bear in mind though that 
they are not issued every year so unless the map has 
been revised recently it will not show new motorways. 
You need a 1995 route map to be certain of knowing 
where the major roads are.

Hire cars
Hire cars are graded according to size. However, the 

size of a typical car within each group is likely to be 
smaller than in the US. A good rule of thumb is to 
assume that the cars within each group are going to be 
of a similar size to those in the next group down in the 
US e.g. group B in the UK is broadly equivalent to group 
A in the US. If in doubt, ask about this when you book 
and/or specify the number of people and the amount of 
luggage you require the car to hold. Air-conditioning is 
unusual in the UK so remember to specify it if you 
require it. However, you probably won’t need it and bear 
in mind a car with air conditioning is likely to be more 
expensive to hire than one without.

{Margaret Austin is one of Intersection’s Deputy Co- 
Chairs, and a generally organised person who somehow 
manages to keep track of what everybody else forgets. We 
are indebted to her for this guide and for a number of 
other articles that I haven’t been able to fit into this PR.]
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Toronto in 2003
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Come back to Toronto 30 years later
Pre-supporting Membership: $7.00 U.S. - $10.00 Cdn
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Here's a look at what's inside...
(Reasons why you should vote for Atlanta for the 1998 Worldcon.)

Facilities:
► The Atlanta Market Center, 4th largest producer 

of conventions and trade shows in the U.S., an 
ultra-modern meeting facility.

► Over 5,000 hotel rooms connected to the facility 
by climate-controlled walkways.

► Over 12,000 hotel rooms inside a eight block 
area around the convention site.

► IT'S ALL UNDER ONE ROOF! No need to 
go outside.(Unless you want to.)

► Over 150 restaurants in every price range in the 
immediate area.

Cost:
► Hotels under $80 per night.
► Marta rapid rail from Hartsfield Airport for

$ 1.25. Stops in our facility.
► An at-the-door rate of less than $100.00.
► Zero dollar conversion if you pre-support 

Atlanta and vote in the 1998 Site Selection, (see 
below for details.)

Committee Experience:
Held key positions in: Worldcons (since 1971), 
World Fantasy Convention, World Horror 
Convention, Origins, GenCon, Chattacon, 
WindyCon, TropiCon, SerCon, Philcon, Lunacon, 
Kubla Khan, InConjunction, Glathricon, 
Dragon*Con, DeepSouthCon, Contact, Capricon, 
Boskone, ArmidilloCon, Oasis, Noreascon, Ad 
Astra, and the Nebula Awards. And many of us are 
involved in bringing you the '95 NASFiC.

Other fun things to do while here:
A wide diversity of things to do from Six Flags over 
Georgia, Stone Mountain Park and the High Museum 
to Underground Atlanta, SciTrek, Hard Rock Cafe, 
Planet Hollywood and the Botanical Gardens. 
Atlanta's many amusements, parks, museums, and 
historical sites are just moments away from the 
convention site.

Voted the site of the 1995 North American Science Fiction Convention (NASFiC), the 1995 World Horror 
Convention, the 1994 Super Bowl, and the 1996 Olympic Games, Atlanta is truly the Gateway City to the World!

We intend to throw the best Worldcon ever, maintaining each of the Worldcon traditions to the highest of 
standards, but also including new ideas in the ever-changing multi-genre world.

Pre-support our Atlanta in 1998 bid, and vote in the 1998 Worldcon Site Selection. When Atlanta wins, you will 
have an Attending Membership in Atlanta's 1998 Worldcon. That's right, a ZERO DOLLAR Conversion'.
(Most bids only give you a supporting membership. You have to pay a conversion fee to attend the convention.)

Pre-supporting Memberships are only $5 if you are currently a NASFiC member, only $8 if you're not.
Black Atlanta in 1998 T-shirts, embroidered in gold, silver and red, are available in sizes L,XL,&XXL for only 
$15(includes postage and shipping). Mail your pre-supporting membership and/or T-shirt orders to:

A.C.M.E./Atlanta in 1998
449 Pleasant Hill Road, Suite 312, Lilburn, GA 30247

BRITCH@JUPITER.NETDEPOT.COM (Bill Ritch) or R.KIRBY2@GENIE.GEIS.COM (Regina Kirby)

And if you are reading this, then you can vote'.

mailto:BRITCH@JUPITER.NETDEPOT.COM
mailto:R.KIRBY2@GENIE.GEIS.COM
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I Dealers Room
Caroline Mullan

At time of writing (3rd April) the Dealers Room is 
filling up, but is not yet full. There are (island) tables 
and a very small number of booths still available. We 
will now accept bookings for up to six tables (previously 
up to three). The rates for the first three tables remain 
as previously published; the fourth to sixth tables are 
£100 ($160) each. Rates for booths are available on 
enquiry. The preliminary allocation of space is in May, 
so rush your new or additional bookings to us now.

As of 3rd April all enquiries and bookings received to 
date have at least been acknowledged, so if you have not 
heard from us, please get in touch as soon as possible. 
Caroline Mullan can be telephoned on +44 181 863 8849 
(ansaphone attached) or contacted by EMail at 
70630.522@compuserve.com.

Meanwhile, for dealers already planning for the 
convention, we now have available names of shipping 
companies who can ship from anywhere in the world to 
Glasgow, and a Customs contact to give advice on 
importing to the UK. This information has been mailed 
to all dealers who have already booked. Please enquire 
if you would like it sent to you.

The UK budget in November made only one small 
change to existing rules on import and tax as they affect 
Intersection. VAT at 21Z>% is now charged on import of 
antiques: that is objects, including books, more than one 
hundred years old. If you think this will affect you, 
please get in touch.

Intersection welcomes the following dealers and 
exhibitors who have booked space since the deadline for 
PR5:

Angelware Creations (USA)
Chris Va Jan Illustration
CompuServe SFLIT and SFMEDIA Forums
Donald N. Grant Publishers Inc. (USA)
Fellowship Foundry Pewtersmiths (USA)
Fo’Paws Productions (USA)
Joseph Fleischmann (USA)
Larry Smith, Bookseller (USA)
LiYi Tan
Michael John Thompson, Antiquarian Books (CDN) 
New England Science Fiction Association (USA) 
Ravenwing (USA)
Rocket Publishing Co.
SciFi and Fantasy Book Club
Tales from the White Hart (USA)
The Dawn Treader Book Shop (USA)
Tigereyes Books (USA)
William Matthews, Bookseller (USA)
Wizards of the Coast UK Ltd.

I Bits and Pieces
Rhodri James

Don’t be mislead, this column is for all the vitally 
important announcements that can’t be fit into the rest 
of the PR.

Electrical Equipment
As stated in PK5, do not plug anything in anywhere 

in the SECC without the express permission of our Tech 
Ops team. All electrical equipment must be cleared with 
the convention and the SECC.

Apologies
Your editor would like to apologise for summarily 

marrying Colin Harris to his girlfriend Nadja Tegan in 
the PR5 staff list. My crystal ball was faulty, honest.

Workshops
We have received inquiries concerning Writer’s 

Workshops at Intersection. Briefly, we are not planning 
to run the usual analysis or criticism circles, but instead 
we will have a set of more informal discussion 
workshops, each presented by a person with specialist 
knowledge of the relevant area. You do not need to sign 
up early for these workshops, but we would welcome an 
indication of how many people are interested.

There will also be a similar set of presentations/ 
workshops for artists.

Childcare
It is essential for all families to book childcare before 

arriving at the convention. Jenny Glover asks that you 
contact her by EMail as jenny_glover@hicom.lut.ac.uk or 
ssbg@festival.edinburgh.ac.uk, or by writing to the 
Intersection office, so that she can get the administrative 
work done before arriving in Glasgow.

Travel Information
British Airways in the US have have agreed to allow 

Pat Morgan and her agency to ticket the discounted 
fares announced in PR5. Morgan’s Travel & Tours is 
the only travel agency authorised to do so. Don’t forget, 
Pat can also book tours around Glasgow and Scotland for 
you!

No News From US
The lack of a “News from the US” column in this PR 

doesn’t indicate that nothing has been happening, in fact 
rather the reverse. Quite apart from all the work that 
running the US office has imposed on her, T.R. Smith 
has been afflicted with a dislocated finger with a small 
fracture. This has slowed down her typing somewhat, 
unfortunately, so no column this PR.

Oh, by the way, T.R. says “Don’t forget your 
passports!”
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I Intersection Art Show
Sylvia Starshine

Intersection ’95 aims to produce an art show of 
distinction. We hope to present the very best in 
imaginative art attracting both familiar and new artists 
working in all disciplines. The show will endeavour to 
promote, inform, entertain and dazzle. But most 
importantly, it will attempt to provide a frisson of 
goodwill between artists of all statures and the con- 
attendee. As a vital and fully integral part of the 
convention the Art Show will present a lively and 
accessible program in its own right. Besides presenting 
all the visual delights one can expect of a Worldcon we 
will present special events, signings, demonstrations and 
workshops for both artists and con-goers.

The Art Show will have its own social foyer. Here 
fans can come and relax and enjoy informal talks, 
demonstrations, and an artshow slide and video 
programme. The Print Shop and Sketch Bin will also be 
located here. Access to the overall exhibition will be via 
a secure checkpoint. Within this area will be the ‘main’ 
exhibit, Things To Come. This, as a general theme, aims 
to explore imaginative art, taking as a springboard the 
writings of H. G. Wells, not only in the visual sense but 
also technologically. The latter is of particular 
importance in view of the vast strides in importance that 
the visual image has achieved in these last years of the 
twentieth century.

The Fan Art Show will also be located in this area. 
The ‘Main’ and ‘Fan’ art sections are open to both 
professional and amateur artists alike, however the Fan 
Art section will be more informally presented and will 
concentrate on art of a distinctly ‘fannish’ nature; that is, 
art used in the promotion and enjoyment of Science 
Fiction and Fantasy. Also within the main exhibit 
precinct will be the Art Arcade — an area for ‘crafts’ 
dealers and a series of small rooms for more intimate 
workshops and meetings. All sales options, direct sales 
and auction, will be offered with a team of stewards to 
assist and inform. Catalogs will be produced listing both 
direct and auction sales. A limited amount of space is 
available for advertising within the catalog. Please 
write to the address below for rates and copy deadlines. 
All artists on our mailing list should have by now 
received an Art Show Pack. If, as a potential exhibitor 
you have been left out, please inform us at once and a 
pack will be sent to you. We do not wish to have to avoid 
spinning wheels for the rest of our lives!

A deadline of 1st May 1995 had been set for all 
artists wishing to register in the show, however as we 
have been later than we wished in getting packs out, it 
has been decided to extend the registration period to 
11th June 1995. However, all hanging and other fees 
must still be paid in full no later than 30th June 1995. 
No bookings will be accepted after the above dates or at 

the convention with the exception of ‘Sketch Bin’ items.
£5.00 sterling ($7.50 US) accompanied by two 

representational samples of work (no originals!) will 
register an artist in most areas in the Art Show. This is 
to cover mailing and administration costs. Further fees 
will cover display space charges but are structured so as 
to make it affordable to all exhibitors. Most exhibitors 
will be able to take advantage of the special events 
taking place within the Art Show, and the Artists’ Green 
Room area. Details on all charges, display categories, 
customs regulations, shipping and other information of 
interest to the exhibitor is contained in the Art Pack, 
which as mentioned above will be sent on request.

The principal aim of the show is to make it as 
approachable as possible to all members of the 
convention. It will not be a place where art is hung, 
abandoned, and only visited when there is nothing better 
to do or the bar is closed. Ideas for programming, talks, 
events and workshops are welcome. Our staffing 
requirements are high so offers of help are welcome too. 
Publishers or artists wishing to launch a project or 
sponsor an event are encouraged to do so. Please direct 
all inquiries to the Intersection Art Show address.

Intersection Art Show 
c/o S. Starshine
Flat 7, 23 Stanhope Road
Highgate,
London
N6 5AW
UK
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...and while you're in town, try some of these fine restaurants, within walking 
distance of the convention facilities...

Addis Red Sea..................... ........ ethiopian ★
Atlantic Fish Company....... ........ fish
Bangkok Cuisine................. ........ thai
Bertucci's Brick Oven Pizzeria.... pizza
Blue Diner....................................american
Boston Beer Works......................own brewed beers
Bull & Finch Pub........................."Cheers"
Cafe Budapest..............................hungarian
Cafe Jaffa.....................................israeli
California Pizza Kitchen............. upscale pizza
Cambridge Brewing Co.............. own brewed beers
China Pearl...................................Chinese

Imperial Seafood House 
J C Hillary's Ltd............
Jacob Wirth...................
Kashmir........................

Chinese, dim sum 
american 
german 
indian

Gyuhama...................................... Japanese
Hard Rock Cafe............................ american
House of Siam.............................. thai
Hsin Hsin Chinese Noodle...........noodles

Commonwealth Brewing Co.....
Cottonwood Cafe.................... .
David's Restaurant...................

....own brewed beers

....upscale tex-mex

....mediterranean
Dynasty................................... ..... Chinese, dim sum
Eastern Ocean City.................. ....hong kong style
Fajita & Rita's.......................... .....mexican *
Fuddruckers............................. .... fast burgers
Grand Chau Chow................... ....hong kong style

Kaya.......................
Legal Seafoods......
Miyako...................
Montien............ :.....
New Shanghai........
Ocean Wealth........
Omonia..................
Paparazzi................
Parrish Cafe...........
Rebecca's...............
Rocco's...................
Skipjack's...............
Small Planet...........
St. Cloud................
Thai Basil...............
The Middle East....
The Sevens.............
Vietnam Restaurant 
Whiskey's...............
Wire House Cafe....

korean, Japanese 
fish
Japanese 
thai 
northern Chinese 
Chinese seafood 
greek 
upscale italian 
french 
barbeque 
italian 
fish 
american

, american 
, thai
, middle eastern 
. pub, beers 
. Vietnamese 
.beer
. upscale american

Pre-supporting membership in Boston in 1998 is only $8.00. For $25.00 you can be a special 
pre-supporter and choose any reasonable, or perhaps even not so reasonable, title for your membership 
(see list inside).

Boston in 1998. Post Office Box 98. Carlisle. MA 01741 USA 
 email: Boston98@world.std.com

The Committee for Boston in 1998 is an operating name of Boston Convention Engineering Corporation (BCEC), a non-profit Massachusetts 
corporation. BCEC is NOT affiliated with MCFI, which ran the last two Worldcons in Boston, or with NESFA.“WorldCon" and “World Science Fiction 

Convention" are service marks of the World Science Fiction Society, an unincorporated literary society. ARISIA, Boskone, and Noreascon are service 
marks of ARISIA, NESFA, and MCFI respectively.

Seepage 13 for more of Boston in 1998!
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Function Facilities for '98
map # facility * phase conventions sq. ft. # function

hosted major halls rooms1 John B. Hynes Veterans Mem. Conv. Ctr. day Noreascon 2 & 3 190,000 41
2 Boston Park Plaza Castle evening Arisia '94 20,000 1
3 Boston Park Plaza Hotel & Towers evening Arisia '93-'95 20,300 * 36

Boskone 7-9, 19-21
5 EJack Bay Hilton day Noreascon 3 11,500 16

★
★ ★

Distance to
★ *

Hynes

Flying and Driving Times Between 
Boston and Other Major US Cities 

City Driving Miles Driving Time Time in Flight
Atlanta 1042 21.5 hrs 2.5 hrs
Chicago 965 19.5 hrs 2.5 hrs

* from Major Hotels * Dallas
Denver

1745
1951

35.5 hrs
39.0 hrs

4. hrs
4.25 hrs

map# hotel rooms distance
Detroit
Los Angeles

797
2966

16.5 hrs
59.5 hrs

2. hrs
6. hrs

3 Boston Park Plaza 990 0.7 miles Miami 1473 29.7 hrs 3. hrs
4 "57" Park Plaza 350 0.8 miles New Orleans 1501 30 hrs 4.75 hrs
5 Back Bay Hilton 330 170 feet New York 215 4.5 hrs l.hr
6 Best Western Boston 152 1.2 miles Philadelphia 308 6.3 hrs 1.25 hrs
7 Copley Square 143 0.2 miles Salt Lake City 2341 47.5 hrs 5. hrs
8 Lafayette Swissotel 500 1.1 miles San Francisco 3083 62 hrs 6.25 hrs
9 Lenox Hotel 222 0.2 miles Seattle 2971 59.8 hrs 6.25 hrs
10 Tremont House 288 0.9 miles Washington 439 9.3 hrs 1.5 hrs
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I Masquerade
[The following information is taken from the 

Intersection Masquerade Information Pack. For a copy of 
the Information Pack, please contact the Intersection 
office at either of the addresses given on page 3.]

The Masquerade will be held on Saturday at 19:30 in 
Hall 5 of the SECC. The stage performance area will be 
32 feet wide by 20 feet deep. The MC’s podium will be at 
the front, stage left. There will be wings so that you 
enter and exit at stage level by ramp or steps from the 
sides. There will not a runway. The entrance to the 
stage is 15 feet tall by 10 feet wide.

There will be a meeting of all contestants on Friday 
at 09:00 in Hall 5. Please be sure to attend this meeting 
as you will get more details of the backstage area and 
your rehearsal time then. There will be technical and 
walk-through rehearsals on Saturday morning at 
specified times only. Times may be tight and we will 
restrict the time available depending on the total 
number of entrants. If you are late for rehearsal we may 
not be able to fit you in at all.

The competition categories are; Novice, any entrant 
who has never won an award at a Worldcon or US 
Costumecon; Journeyman, any entrant who has won no 
more than more than 3 awards at such cons; and Master,

Rhodri James
is any entrant who has won three or more awards at 
such a convention, or any entrant who earns half or 
more of their income in the costume/clothing design 
field. There is in additionally a workmanship 
competition.

There will be no live microphones on stage. Cassette 
tapes and compact discs can be used, either should be 
marked clearly with the name of your entry. Some 
lighting and colours will be available. To get the best 
out of these the Tech crew will need to know the main 
colours of your costume(s) and the pattern of your 
presentation on the stage. They will run through what 
is possible/suitable with you during your technical 
rehearsal.

There will be a general photo/video session before the 
stage presentation. If you are not willing to be 
photographed then you should not enter the 
Masquerade. Only the official Con Photographers will 
be allowed backstage and they will not take photos 
without your permission. Anyone else will be asked to 
hand in their camera or leave the area. No flash 
photography will be allowed during the presentations, 
but will be allowed afterwards. Video cameras will only 
be allowed if they neither block the view of the audience 
nor intrude onto the stage area.

I WSFS Business Meeting
Kevin Standlee

When I first read The Moon is a Harsh Mistress, the 
description of the wild hyper-democracy of The Ad Hoc 
Congress of Free Luna made me think that Heinlein had 
been attending WSFS Business Meetings. Only in 
WSFS, I thought, could he have found such a society, 
where every member of the population could attend and 
directly participate in their government. WSFS may be 
the largest society in the world that allows every one of 
its members the right to directly govern the society. 
However, few members exercise this right. Even at 
ConAdian, where the turnout was remarkably large, 
fewer than 5% of the attendees participated.

One of the few things a Worldcon absolutely must do 
is hold the WSFS Business Meeting. WSFS stands for 
“World Science Fiction Society.” The Worldcon is the 
annual meeting of WSFS. Every member of Intersection 
is a member of WSFS. Every attending member of 
Intersection may attend the Business Meetings. There 
are no “delegates” or “representatives” to the meeting 
who represent you. Instead, you represent yourself if 
you decide to attend the meeting. I stress this point 
because other organizations, such as the European 
Science Fiction Society, consist of national delegations 

and are relatively small. WSFS is wide open.
So what happens at the Business Meeting? Most of 

the meeting deals with debate on amendments to the 
WSFS Constitution. The WSFS Constitution includes 
the actual rules for the Hugo Awards and the selection of 
future Worldcon sites. If you want to create (or remove) 
a Hugo Award category, lengthen (or shorten) the lead 
time for site selection, or otherwise change the Hugo 
Awards or the Worldcon, this is the only place you can do 
it. The WSFS Official Papers, consisting of the WSFS 
Constitution, Standing Rules for Governance of the 
Business Meeting, and the Business Passed On From 
ConAdian, appear in both this Progress Report and the 
Intersection Souvenir/Program Book.

Two consecutive Worldcons’ WSFS Business 
Meetings must ratify constitutional amendments before 
they become part of the constitution. The ConAdian 
Business Meeting adopted several constitutional 
amendments last year, passing them along to 
Intersection for ratification. If ratified by this year’s 
Business Meeting, these amendments become part of the 
Constitution. If the Intersection Business Meeting 
passes any new constitutional amendments, we will pass
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them along to next year’s Worldcon, L.A. Con III, for 
ratification.

Besides debating constitutional amendments, the 
Business Meeting has several other functions. The 
Business Meeting elects members to the WSFS Mark 
Protection Committee, the only permanent body of 
WSFS. The Mark Protection Committee registers and 
protects the service marks of WSFS, including 
<fWorldcon” and “Hugo Award.” All seated Worldcon 
committees must submit financial reports to the 
Business Meeting, and must appear before the meeting 
for Question Time, where any member may put 
questions to them. Finally, if there is enough time, 
representatives from future Worldcon bids may appear 
before the meeting and answer questions.

The WSFS Business Meeting takes place in a series 
of two-hour sessions on Friday, Saturday, Sunday, and if 
necessary, Monday of Intersection. The Friday session is 
the “Preliminary Business Meeting” and the other 
sessions are the “Main Business Meetings.” At the 
Preliminary Meeting, we set up the agenda for the other 
meetings, set debate time limits for motions, receive 
some routine committee reports, entertain nominations 
to the Mark Protection Committee and discuss changes 
to the parliamentary rules of WSFS. The Business 
Meeting may not ratify constitutional amendments 
during the Preliminary Meeting, but can effectively 
reject new amendments by refusing to allow them on the 
agenda of the Main Meeting.

At the Main Meetings, we debate and vote on 
pending constitutional amendments as well as new 
constitutional amendments that survived the weeding
out process on Friday. We also elect members to the 
Mark Protection Committee, and deal with other 
business. At the Main Meeting on Sunday, we formally 
receive the results of the Site Selection balloting and 
deal with the business left over from Saturday. Usually 
we dispose of all the business by the end of the Sunday 
session, but if the agenda is unusually long, we will meet 
on Monday as well.

As I write this, we have not yet scheduled the exact 
time and place of the Business Meetings. Preliminary 
plans call for each day’s meeting to start at 12:00 Noon 
in the Moat House. However, times and locations are 
subject to change. Check the program schedule when 
you get to the convention to confirm the time and place 
of the meetings.

Business Meetings use American-style 
parliamentary procedure. (In this case, “parliamentary 
procedure” is a generic term for rules for running 
meetings, not a specific reference to any country’s 
parliament.) The standard procedure manual adopted 
by WSFS is Robert’s Rules Of Order Newly Revised, 9th 
Edition. There are other books out there called “Robert’s 
Rules of Order,” but only the “Newly Revised” edition 
applies. Besides Robert’s, there are a set of special 
Standing Rules for Government of the Business Meeting, 

which supersede Robert’s. Of course, provisions of the 
Constitution outrank both of these documents.

If you want to participate in the Business Meeting 
but are not familiar with the rules, attend the program 
item planned for Thursday afternoon of Intersection. As 
with the meetings themselves, we do not yet have a firm 
time or place for “Introduction to the WSFS Business 
Meeting.” Check the schedule when you arrive at the 
convention.

Do you want to submit new business to the Business 
Meeting? If so, make two hundred identical copies of the 
item. Make sure the motion includes a short title, a 
word-count, and the signature of the maker and at least 
one seconder. I recommend that you also print your 
name after your signature so we can be sure to read it. 
Because someone did once ask this, I should make it 
clear that you only have to sign the original, not each 
copy individually. The maker and seconder(s) must be 
supporting or attending members of Intersection. You 
can submit motions without attending the meeting, but 
if you are not there to explain the motion, you implicitly 
agree to allow the Podium Staff to make their best effort 
to interpret it. After making the 200 copies, give them to 
one of the podium staff officers or take the copies to the 
Con Office and ask the people there to put it in Kevin 
Standlee’s mailbox. The podium staff officers are Kevin 
Standlee (Presiding Officer), John Lorentz (Deputy 
Presiding Officer), George Flynn (Secretary) and Tim 
Illingworth (Timekeeper).

Be sure to submit your motions before the deadline. 
The deadline for submitting new business is 18.00 (6:00 
pm) local time on Thursday of Intersection, or two hours 
after the opening ceremonies, whichever is later. (As I 
write this, opening ceremonies haven’t been scheduled, 
but it seems likely that 18.00 will be the actual 
deadline.) Only business submitted before the deadline 
is guaranteed a spot on the preliminary agenda. You 
may submit business by electronic mail to the business 
meeting chair (k.standlee@genie.geis.com); however, you 
still must submit the 200 copies (including at least one 
signed copy) to the business meeting if you want it 
included on the agenda. Whether you submit the motion 
in person or by e-mail, you are responsible for making 
the copies, not the podium staff.

If you are really interested in WSFS business, you 
may want to subscribe to APA:WSFS, the APA for 
discussion of WSFS business. APA:WSFS is funded by 
donations from MagiCon, ConFrancisco, and ConAdian. 
To be included in the distribution of APA:WSFS, write to 
Mark Olson, Editor, APA:WSFS, PO Box 1010, 
Framingham MA 01701, or by e-mail to mlo@digilab.bio- 
rad.com.

[Kevin Standlee is an indefatigable feature of 
worldcon organisations, and has run more than a few 
too. Intersection has grabbed him to run both the WSFS 
business meetings and the Site Selection procedure.]
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Constitution of the World Science Fiction Society, September 1994
Note: In the Constitution and Standing Rules, changes made by the 1994 

Business Meeting are indicated as follows: deleted text is struck through, and 
newly added text is underlined.

Article I - Name, Objectives, Membership, and 
Organization

Section 1.1 : The name of this organization shall be the World Science 
Fiction Society, hereinafter referred to as WSFS or the Society.

Section 1.2 : WSFS is an unincorporated literary society whose functions 
are:

1.2.1: To choose the recipients of the annual Hugo Awards
(Science Fiction Achievement Awards).

1.2.2: To choose the locations and Committees for the annual
World Science Fiction Conventions (hereinafter referred to as Worldcons).

1.2.3: To attend those Worldcons.
1.2.4: To choose the locations and Committees for the occasional

North American Science Fiction Conventions (hereinafter referred to as 
NASFiCs).

1.2.5: To perform such other activities as may be necessary or
incidental to the above purposes.

Section 1.3 : No part of the Society’s net earnings shall be paid to its 
members, officers, or other private persons except in furtherance of the Society’s 
purposes. The Society shall not attempt to influence legislation or any political 
campaign for public office. Should the Society dissolve, its assets shall be 
distributed by the current Worldcon Committee or the appropriate court having 
jurisdiction, exclusively for charitable purposes. In this section, references to the 
Society include the Mark Protection Committee and all other agencies of the 
Society but not convention bidding or operating committees.

Section 1.4 : The Membership of WSFS shall consist of all people who have 
paid membership dues to the Committee of the current Worldcon. Within ninety 
(90) days after a Worldcon, the administering Committee shall, except where 
prohibited by local law, forward its best information as to the names and postal 
addresses of all of its Worldcon members to the Committee of the next Worldcon.

Section 1.5 :
1.5.1: Members of WSFS who cast a site-selection ballot with

the required fee shall be supporting members of the selected Worldcon. The 
rights of supporting members of a Worldcon include the right to receive all of its 
generally distributed publications.

1.5.2: Voters have the right to convert to attending membership
in the selected Worldcon within ninety (90) days of its selection, for an additional 
fee set by its Committee. This fee must not exceed two (2) times the voting fee 
and not exceed the difference between the voting fee and the fee for new 
attending members.

1.5.3: The rights of attending members of a Worldcon include
the rights of supporting members plus the right of general attendance at said 
Worldcon and at the WSFS Business Meeting held thereat.

1.5.4: Other memberships and fees shall be at the discretion of
the Worldcon Committee, except that they shall make provision for persons to 
become supporting members for no more than 125% of the site-selection fee, or 
such higher amount as has been approved by the Business Meeting, until a cutoff 
date no earlier than ninety (90) days before their Worldcon.

1.5.5: Any member of the Society shall have the right, under
reasonable conditions, to examine the financial records and books of account of 
the current Worldcon Committee, all future selected Worldcon Committees, and 
the two immediately preceding Worldcon Committees.

Section 1.6 : Authority and responsibility for all matters concerning the 
Worldcon, except those reserved herein to WSFS, shall rest with the Worldcon 
Committee, which shall act in its own name and not in that of WSFS.

Section 1.7 : Every Worldcon Committee shall include the following notice 
in each of its publications:

“World Science Fiction Society”, “WSFS", “World Science Fiction 
Convention”, “Worldcon”, “NASFiC”, and “Hugo Award” are service marks of the 
World Science Fiction Society, an unincorporated literary society.

Section 1.8 : Each Worldcon Committee should dispose of surplus funds 
remaining sifter accounts are settled for the current Worldcon for the benefit of 
WSFS as a whole. Each Worldcon Committee shall submit an annual financial 
report, including a statement of income and expenses, to each WSFS Business 
Meeting after the Committee’s selection. Each Worldcon Committee shall submit 
a report on its cumulative surplus/loss at the next Business Meeting after its 
Worldcon. In the event of a surplus, subsequent annual financial reports 

regarding the disbursement of said Worldcon surplus shall be filed at each year’s 
Business Meeting by the Worldcon Committee, or any alternative organizational 
entity established to oversee and disburse that surplus, until the surplus is 
totally expended or an amount equal to the original surplus has been disbursed.

Article II - Hugo Awards
Section 2.1 : Introduction. Selection of the Hugo Awards shall be made 

as provided in this Article.

Section 2.2 : Categories.
2.2.1: Best Novel. A science fiction or fantasy story of forty

thousand (40,000) words or more appearing for the first time during the previous 
calendar year. A work originally appearing in a language other than English 
shall also be eligible for the year in which it is first issued in English translation. 
A story, once it has appeared in English, may thus be eligible only once. 
Publication date, or cover date in the case of a dated periodical, takes precedence 
over copyright date. A serial takes its appearance to be the date of the last 
installment. Individual stories appearing as a series are eligible only as 
individual stories and are not eligible taken together under the title of the series. 
An author may withdraw a version of a work from consideration if the author 
feels that the version is not representative of what said author wrote. The 
Worldcon Committee may relocate a story into a more appropriate category if it 
feels that it is necessary, provided that the story is within five thousand (5,000) 
words of the new category limits.

2.2.2: Best Novella. The rules shall be the same as those for
Best Novel, with length between seventeen thousand five hundred (17,500) and 
forty thousand (40,000) words.

2.2.3: Best Novelette. The rules shall be the same as those for
Best Novel, with length between seven thousand five hundred (7,500) and 
seventeen thousand five hundred (17,500) words.

2.2.4: Best Short Story. The rules shall be the same as those
for Best Novel, with length less than seven thousand five hundred (7,500) words.

2.2.5: Best Non-Fiction Book. Any non-fictional work whose
subject is the field of science fiction, fantasy, or fandom appearing for the first 
time in book form during the previous calendar year.

2.2.6: Best Dramatic Presentation. Any production in any
medium of dramatized science fiction or fantasy which has been publicly 
presented for the first time in its present dramatic form during the previous 
calendar year. In the case of individual programs presented as a series, each 
program is individually eligible, but the series as a whole is not eligible; however, 
a sequence of installments constituting a single dramatic unit may be considered 
as a single program (eligible in the year of the final installment).

2.2.7: Best Professional Editor. The editor of any
professional publication devoted primarily to science fiction or fantasy during the 
previous calendar year. A professional publication is one which had an average 
press run of at least ten thousand (10,000) copies per issue.

2.2.8: Best Professional Artist. An illustrator whose work
has appeared in a professional publication in the field of science fiction or fantasy 
during the previous calendar year.

2.2.9: Best Original Artwork. Any original piece of science
fiction or fantasy artwork first published during the previous calendar year.

2.2.10: Best Semiprozine. Any generally available non
professional publication devoted to science fiction or fantasy which has published 
four (4) or more issues, at least one (1) of which appeared in the previous 
calendar year, and which in the previous calendar year met at least two (2) of the 
following criteria: (1) had an average press run of at least one thousand (1000) 
copies per issue, (2) paid its contributors and/or staff in other than copies of the 
publication, (3) provided at least half the income of any one person, (4) had at 
least fifteen percent (15%) of its total space occupied by advertising, or (5) 
announced itself to be a semiprozine.

2.2.11: Best Fanzine. Any generally available non-professional 
publication devoted to science fiction, fantasy, or related subjects which has 
published four (4) or more issues, at least one (1) of which appeared in the 
previous calendar year, and which does not qualify as a semiprozine.

2.2.12: Best Fan Writer. Any person whose writing has 
appeared in semiprozines or fanzines or in generally available electronic media 
during the previous calendar year.

2.2.13: Best Fan Artist. An artist or cartoonist whose work has 
appeared through publication in semiprozines or fanzines or through other public 
display during the previous calendar year. Any person whose name appears on 
the final Hugo Awards ballot for a given year under the Professional Artist 
category shall not be eligible in the Fan Artist category for that year.

2.2.14: Additional Category. Not more than one special 
category may be created by the current Worldcon Committee with nomination 
and voting to be the same as for the permanent categories. The Worldcon 
Committee is not required to create any such category; such action by a Worldcon 
Committee should be under exceptional circumstances only; and the special
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Please show your support with a pre-
supporting membership. Visit our bidding table at 
Intersection. Or, in North America, send $ 10 in 
U.S. dollars or $ 15 in Canadian dollars to: 
Australia in '99, c/o Dick sc Leah Smith, 

410 W. Willow Road,
Prospect Heights, IL 60070-1250, USA. 

(Make cheques payable to Richard Smith.) 
For more information, write to the Smiths or 

Australia in ’99, P.O. Box 99, 
Bayswater, Victoria 3153, Australia.

ome, celebrate the 
57th World Science Fiction

Convention under the Southern 
Cross!

Enthusiastic fen from all over 
our country have banded together 
to bring you a bid for Melbourne in 

1999. We have a wide range of 
experience and a perfect site in 

the World Congress Centre in 
Melbourne.

Melbourne is an ideal 
location for an 
Australian Worldcon, 
central amid Sydney, 
Adelaide and Hobart, 
making it easy for 
Australian fandom to 
come and meet 
you and for you 
to travel on to
visit these other 
cities.

Melbourne, the crown of 
Victoria; is the second biggest 
city on the continent. It is 
home to Australia's oldest SF
club, and the site of 

Australia’s two previous Worldcons, held in
1975 and 1985.

In the city's heart, on the banks of the Yarra River, the World Congress Centre is 
Victoria's largest convention centre. The Centra Hotel is attached, a new Sheraton 
is going up just across, and several other hotels are within one block.
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category created by one Worldcon Committee shall not be binding on following 
Committees. Awards created under this paragraph shall be considered to be 
Hugo Awards.

Section 2.3 : Extended Eligibility. In the event that a potential Hugo 
Award nominee receives extremely limited distribution in the year of its first 
publication or presentation, its eligibility may be extended for an additional year 
by a three-fourths (%) vote of the intervening Business Meeting of WSFS.

Section 2.4 : Name and Design. The Hugo Award shall continue to be 
standardized on the rocket ship design of Jack McKnight and Ben Jason. Each 
Worldcon Committee may select its own choice of base design. The name (Hugo 
Award) and the design shall not be extended to any other award.

Section 2.5 : “No Award”. At the discretion of an individual Worldcon 
Committee, if the lack of nominations or final votes in a specific category shows a 
marked lack of interest in that category on the part of the voters, the Award in 
that category shall be cancelled for that year. In addition, the entry “No Award” 
shall be mandatory in each category of Hugo Award on the final ballot. In any 
event, no Award shall be given whenever the total number of valid ballots cast 
for a specific category (excluding those cast for “No Award” in first place) is less 
than twenty-five percent (25%) of the total number of final Award ballots 
received.

Section 2.6 : Nominations. Selection of nominees for the final Award 
voting shall be done by a poll conducted by the Worldcon Committee, in which 
each member of either the administering or the immediately preceding Worldcon 
as of January 31 of the current calendar year shall be allowed to make five (5) 
equally weighted nominations in every category. The Committee shall include 
with each nomination ballot a copy of Article 2 of the WSFS Constitution. 
Nominations shall be solicited for, and the final Award ballot shall list, only the 
Hugo Awards and the John W. Campbell Memorial Award for Best New Writer. 
Assignment to the proper category of nominees nominated in more than one 
category, and eligibility of nominees, shall be determined by the Worldcon 
Committee. No nominee shall appear on the final Award ballot if it received 
fewer nominations than the lesser of either: five percent (5%) of the number of 
nomination ballots cast in that category, or the number of nominations received 
by the third-place nominee in that category.

Section 2.7 : Notification and Acceptance. Worldcon Committees shall 
use reasonable efforts to notify the nominees, or in the case of deceased or 
incapacitated persons, their heirs, assigns, or legal guardians, in each category 
prior to the release of such information. Each nominee shall be asked at that 
time to either accept or decline the nomination.

Section 2.8 : Voting. Final Award voting shall be by mail, with ballots 
sent only to WSFS members. Final Award ballots shall include name, signature, 
address, and membership-number spaces to be filled in by the voter. Final 
Award ballots shall standardize nominees given in each category to not more 
than five (5) (six (6) in the case of tie votes) plus “No Award”. The Committee 
shall, on or with the final ballot, designate, for each nominee in the printed 
fiction categories, one or more books, anthologies, or magazines in which the 
nominee appeared (including the book publisher or magazine issue date(s)). 
Voters shall indicate the order of their preference for the nominees in each 
category. *

Section 2.9 : Tallying.
2.9.1: Counting of all votes shall be the responsibility of the

Worldcon Committee, which is responsible for all matters concerning the 
Awards.

2.9.2: In each category, votes shall first be tallied by the voter’s
first choices. If no majority is then obtained, the nominee who places last in the 
initial tallying shall be eliminated and the ballots listing it as first choice shall be 
redistributed on the basis of those ballots’ second choices. This process shall be 
repeated until a majority-vote winner is obtained.

2.9.3: After a tentative winner is determined, then unless “No
Award” shall be the winner, the following additional test shall be made. If the 
number of ballots containing votes listing “No Award” higher than the tentative 
winner plus the number of ballots listing “No Award” but not the tentative 
winner is greater than the number of ballots listing the tentative winner higher 
than “No Award” plus the number of ballots listing the tentative winner but not 
“No Award”, then “No Award” shall be declared the winner of the election.

2.9.4: The complete numerical vote totals, including all
preliminary tallies for first, second, . . . places, shall be made public by the 
Worldcon Committee within ninety (90) days after the Worldcon.

Section 2.10 : Exclusions. No member of the current Worldcon 
Committee nor any publications closely connected with a member of the 
Committee shall be eligible for an Award. However, should the Committee 
delegate all authority under this Article to a Subcommittee whose decisions are 
irrevocable by the Worldcon Committee, then this exclusion shall apply to 
members of the Subcommittee only.

Section 2.11 : Retrospective Hugos. A Worldcon held 50, 75, or 100 
years after a Worldcon at which no Hugos were presented may conduct 
nominations and elections for Hugos which would have been presented at that 
previous Worldcon. Procedures shall be as for the current Hugos. Categories 
receiving insufficient numbers of nominations may be dropped. Once 
retrospective Hugos have been awarded for a Worldcon, no other Worldcon shall 
present retrospective Hugos for that Worldcon.

Article III - Future Worldcon Selection

Section 3.1 : WSFS shall choose the location and Committee of the 
Worldcon to be held three (3) years from the date of the current Worldcon. Voting 
shall be by mail or ballot cast at the current Worldcon with run-off ballot as 
described in Section 2.9. The current Worldcon Committee shall administer the 
mail balloting, collect the advance membership fees, and turn over those funds to 
the winning Committee before the end of the current Worldcon. The minimum 
voting fee can be modified for a particular year by unanimous agreement of the 
current Worldcon Committee and all bidding committees who have filed before 
the deadline. The site-selection voting totals shall be announced at the Business 
Meeting and published in the first or second Progress Report of the winning 
Committee, with the by-mail and at-convention votes distinguished.

Section 3.2 : Voting shall be limited to WSFS members who have paid at 
least twenty U.S. dollars ($20.00) or equivalent towards membership in the 
Worldcon whose site is being selected. “No Preference” ballots may be cast by 
corporations, associations, and other non-human or artificial entities. “Guest of’ 
memberships must be transferred to individual natural persons before being cast 
for other than “No Preference”, with such transfers accepted by the 
administering convention.

Section 3.3 : Site-selection ballots shall include name, signature, address, 
and membership-number spaces to be filled in by the voter. Each site-selection 
ballot shall list the options “None of the Above” and “No Preference” and provide 
for write-in votes, after the bidders and with equal prominence. The minimum 
fee in force shall be listed on all site-selection ballots.

Section 3.4 : The name and address information shall be separated from 
the ballots and the ballots counted only at the Worldcon with two (2) witnesses 
from each bidding committee allowed to observe. Each bidding committee may 
make a record of the name and address of every voter. A ballot voted with first 
or only choice for “No Preference” shall be ignored for site selection. A ballot 
voted with lower than first choice for “No Preference” shall be ignored if all 
higher choices on the ballot have been eliminated in preferential tallying. “None 
of the Above” shall be treated as a bid for tallying and shall be the equivalent of 
“No Award” with respect to Section 2.9. If it wins, the duty of site selection shall 
devolve on the Business Meeting of the current Worldcon. If the Business 
Meeting is unable to decide by the end of the Worldcon, the Committee for the 
following Worldcon shall make the selection without undue delay. When a site 
and Committee are chosen by a Business Meeting or Worldcon Committee, they 
are not restricted by region or other qualifications, and the choice of an out-of
rotation site shall not affect the regional rotation for subsequent years. If no bids 
qualify to be on the ballot, the selection shall proceed as though “None of the 
Above” had won.

Section 3.5 : Bids from prospective Committees shall be allowed on the 
ballot by the current Worldcon Committee only upon presentation of adequate 
evidence of an agreement with the proposed sites’ facilities, such as a conditional 
contract or a letter of agreement. To be eligible for site selection, a bidding 
committee must state the rules under which the Worldcon Committee will 
operate, including a specification of the term of office of their chief executive 
officer or officers and the conditions and procedures for the selection and 
replacement of such officer or officers. Written copies of these rules must be 
made available by the bidding committee to any member of WSFS on request. 
For both Worldcon and NASFiC bids, the aforementioned rules and agreements, 
along with an announcement of intent to bid, must be filed with the Committee 
that will administer the voting no later than 180 days prior to the official 
opening of the administering convention.

Section 3.6 : To ensure equitable distribution of sites, North America is 
divided into three (3) regions as follows:

3.6.1: Western. Baja California, New Mexico, Colorado,
Wyoming, Montana, Saskatchewan, and all states, provinces, and territories 
westward including Hawaii, Alaska, the Yukon, and the Northwest Territories.

3.6.2: Central. Central America, the islands of the Caribbean,
Mexico (except as above), and all states, provinces, and territories between the 
Western and Eastern regions.

3.6.3: Eastern. Florida, Georgia, South Carolina, North
Carolina, Virginia, West Virginia, Pennsylvania, New York, Quebec, and all 
states, provinces, and territories eastward including the District of Columbia, St. 
Pierre et Miquelon, Bermuda, and the Bahamas.
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Section 3.7 : Worldcon sites shall rotate in the order Western, Central, 
Eastern region. A site shall be ineligible if it is within sixty (60) miles of the site 
at which selection occurs.

Section 3.8 : A Worldcon site outside of North America may be selected by 
a majority vote at any Worldcon. In the event of such outside Worldcon being 
selected, there shall be a NASFiC in the region whose turn it would have 
normally been, to be held in the same year as the overseas Worldcon, with 
rotation skipping that region the following year. Selection of the NASFiC shall 
be by the identical procedure to the Worldcon selection except as provided below 
or elsewhere in this Constitution:

3.8.1: Voting shall be by written ballot administered by the
following year’s Worldcon, if there is no NASFiC in that year, or by the following 
year’s NASFiC, if there is one, with ballots cast at the administering convention 
or by mail, and with only members of the administering convention allowed to 
vote.

3.8.2: Bids are restricted to sites in the appropriate region.
3.8.3: The proposed NASFiC voting fee can be set by unanimous

agreement of the prospective candidates that file with the administering 
Committee.

3.8.4: If “None of the Above” wins on-llie firsUballot; or if no
eligible bid files by the deadline, then no NASFiC shall be held and all voting 
fees collected for the NASFiC site selection shall be refunded by the 
administering convention without undue delay.

Section 3.9 : Each Worldcon Committee shall provide a reasonable 
opportunity for bona fide bidding committees for the Worldcon to be selected one 
year hence to make presentations.

Section 3.10 : With sites being selected three (3) years in advance, there 
are at least three selected current or future Worldcon Committees at all times. If 
one of these should be unable to perform its duties, the other selected current or 
future Worldcon Committee whose site is closest to the site of the one unable to 
perform its duties shall determine what action to take, by consulting the 
Business Meeting or by mail poll of WSFS if there is sufficient time, or by 
decision of the Committee if there is not sufficient time.

Article IV - Powers of the Business Meeting
Section 4.1 : Business Meetings of WSFS shall be held at advertised times 

at each Worldcon. The current Worldcon Committee shall provide the Presiding 
Officer and Staff for each Meeting. Meetings shall be conducted in accordance 
with Robert's Rules of Order, Newly Revised, the Standing Rules, and such other 
rules as may be published by the Committee in advance. The quorum for the 
Business Meeting shall be twelve members of the Society physically present.

Section 4.2 : Each future selected Worldcon Committee shall designate an 
official representative to the Business Meeting to answer questions about their 
Worldcon.

Section 4.3 : Except as otherwise provided in this Constitution, any 
committee or other position created by a Business Meeting shall lapse at the end 
of the next following Business Meeting that does not vote to continue it.

Section 4.4 : There shall be a Mark Protection Committee of WSFS.’The 
Mark Protection Committee shall consist of one (1) member appointed to serve at 
the pleasure of each future selected Worldcon Committee and each of the two (2) 
immediately preceding Worldcon Committees, one (1) non-voting member 
appointed to serve at the pleasure of each future selected NASFiC Committee 
and for each Committee of a NASFiC held in the previous two years, and nine (9) 
members elected three (3) each year to staggered three-year terms by the 
Business Meeting. Of the nine elected members, no more than three may be 
residing, at the time of election, in any single North American region, as defined 
in Section 3.6. Newly elected members take their seats, and the term of office 
ends for elected and appointed members whose terms expire that year, at the end 
of the Business Meeting. If vacancies occur in elected memberships in the 
Committee, the remainder of the position’s term may be filled by the Business 
Meeting, and until then temporarily filled by the Committee.

Section 4.5 :
4.5.1: The Mark Protection Committee shall be responsible for

registration and protection of the marks used by or under the authority of WSFS.
4.5.2: The Mark Protection Committee shall submit to the

Business Meeting at each Worldcon a report of its activities since the previous 
Worldcon, including a statement of income and expense.

4.5.3: There will be a meeting of the Mark Protection Committee
at each Worldcon after the end of the Business Meeting, at a time and place 
announced at the Business Meeting.

4.5.4: The Mark Protection Committee shall determine and elect
its own officers.

Article V - Constitution

Section 5.1 : The conduct of the affairs of WSFS shall be determined by 
this Constitution together with all ratified amendments hereto and such 
Standing Rules as the Business Meeting shall adopt for its own governance.

Section 5.2 : In all matters arising under this Constitution, only natural 
persons may introduce business, nominate, or vote, except as specifically 
provided otherwise in this Constitution. No person may cast more than one vote 
on any issue or more than one ballot in any election. This shall not be 
interpreted to prohibit delivery of ballots cast by other eligible voters.

Section 5.3 : The WSFS Constitution may be amended by a motion passed 
by a simple majority at any Business Meeting but only to the extent that such 
motion is ratified by a simple majority at the Business Meeting of the subsequent 
Worldcon.

Section 5.4 : Any change to the Constitution of WSFS shall take effect at 
the end of the Worldcon at which such change is ratified, except that no change 
imposing additional costs or financial obligations upon Worldcon Committees 
shall be binding upon any Committee already selected at the time when it takes 
effect.

Section 5.5 : Within two (2) months after the end of each Worldcon, the 
Business Meeting staff shall send a copy of all changes to the Constitution and 
Standing Rules, and all items awaiting ratification, to the next Worldcon 
Committee.

Section 5.6 : The Constitution of WSFS, together with an explanation of 
proposed changes approved but not yet ratified, and the Standing Rules shall be 
printed by the current Worldcon Committee, distributed to all WSFS members at 
a point between nine and three months prior to the Worldcon, and distributed to 
all WSFS members in attendance at the Worldcon upon registration.

The above copy of the World Science Fiction Society’s Constitution is hereby
Certified to be True, Correct, and Complete:

Donald E. Eastlake III George P. Flynn
Chairman Secretary

1994 WSFS Business Meeting
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Standing Rules for the Governance of the 
World Science Fiction Society Business Meeting
Rule 1: Business of the Annual Meeting of the World Science Fiction 

Society shall be transacted in one or more sessions called Preliminary Business 
Meetings and one or more Main Business Meetings. The first session shall be 
designated as a Preliminary Business Meeting. At least eighteen (18) hours 
shall elapse between the final Preliminary Business Meeting and the one or more 
Main Business Meetings. One Business Meeting session shall also be designated 
the Site-Selection Meeting where site-selection business shall be the special 
order of business.

Rule 2: The Preliminary Business Meetings may not pass, reject, or 
ratify amendments to the Constitution, but the motions to “object to 
consideration”, to “lay on the table”, to “divide the question”, to “postpone” to a 
later part of the Preliminary Business Meetings, and to “refer” to a committee to 
report later in the same Annual Business Meeting are in order when allowed by 
Robert's Rules. The Preliminary Business Meetings may alter or suspend any of 
the rules of debate included in these Standing Rules. Motions may be amended 
or consolidated at these Meetings with the consent of the original maker. 
Absence from these Meetings of the original maker shall constitute consent to 
amendment and to such interpretations of the intent of the motion as the 
Presiding Officer or the Parliamentarian may in good faith attempt.

Rule 3: 3.1: Nominations from the floor for election to the Mark
Protection Committee shall be allowed at each Preliminary Business Meeting. 
To be listed on the ballot, nominees must, before the end of the last Preliminary 
Business Meeting or such later deadline as the Secretary may specify, submit to 
the Presiding Officer, in writing, their consent and regions of residence.

3.2: Elections to the Mark Protection Committee shall be a 
special order of business at a Main Business Meeting. Voting shall be by written 
preferential ballot with write-ins allowed. Write-in candidates who do not 
submit their written consent and regions of residence before the ballots are 
collected shall be ignored. The ballot shall list, with the nominees, their regions 
of residence and shall omit all nominees who can not be elected due to the 
regional residence restrictions in the Constitution. In interpreting said regional 
residence restrictions, members of the Committee shall represent their region of 
residence at the time of their election for their entire 3-year term, i.e., the phrase 
“at the time of election” in the Constitution means “at the time at which they 
were elected.”

3.3: The first seat filled will be filled by normal preferential 
ballot procedures. That person’s votes, as well as votes for any other nominee 
who has now become ineligible (because a region’s quota is filled), will be 
eliminated, and the procedures will be restarted from the beginning. This 
continues until all places are filled.

Rule 4: The deadline for the submission of non-privileged new business 
shall be two hours after the official opening of the Worldcon or eighteen hours 
before the first Preliminary Business Meeting, whichever is later. The Presiding 
Officer may accept otherwise qualified motions submitted after the deadline, but 
all such motions shall be placed at the end of the agenda. The Presiding Officer 
will reject as out of order any proposal or motion which is obviously illegal or 
hopelessly incoherent in a grammatical sense.

Rule 5: Two hundred (200) identical, legible copies of all proposals for 
non-privileged new business shall be submitted to the Presiding Officer before 
the deadline given in Rule 4 unless they have actually been distributed to the 
attendees at the Worldcon by the Worldcon Committee. All proposals or motions 
shall be legibly signed by the maker and at least one seconder.

Rule 6: Any main motion presented to a Business Meeting shall contain 
a short title.

Rule 7: Debate on all motions of less than fifty (50) words shall be 
limited to six (6) minutes. Debate on all other motions shall be limited to twenty 
(20) minutes; if a question is divided, these size criteria and time limits shall be 
applied to each section. Time shall be allotted equally to both sides of a question. 
Time spent on points of order or other neutral matters arising from a motion 
shall be charged one half to each side. The Preliminary Business Meeting may 
alter these limits, to any positive whole number of minutes, for a particular 
motion by a majority vote.

Rule 8: Debate on all amendments to main motions shall be limited to 
five (5) minutes, to be divided as under Rule 7.

Rule 9: Unless it is an amendment by substitution, an amendment to a 
main motion may be changed only under those provisions allowing modification 
through the consent of the maker of the amendment, i.e., second-order 

amendments are not allowed except in the case of a substitute as the first-order 
amendment.

Rule 10: A person speaking to a motion may not immediately offer a 
motion to close debate or to refer to a committee. Motions to close debate will not 
be accepted until at least one speaker from each side of the question has been 
heard, nor will they be accepted within one minute of the expiration of the time 
allotted for debate on that motion. The motion to table shall require a two-thirds 
vote for adoption.

Rule 11: In keeping with the intent of the limitations on debate time, the 
motion to postpone indefinitely shall not be allowed.

Rule 12: A request for a division of the house (an exact count of the 
voting) will be honored only when requested by at least ten percent (10%) of 
those present in the house.

Rule 13: Motions, other than Constitutional amendments awaiting 
ratification, may be carried forward from one year to the next only by being 
postponed definitely or by being referred to a committee.

Rule 14: These Standing Rules, and any others adopted by a Preliminary 
Business Meeting, may be suspended for an individual item of business by a two- 
thirds majority vote.

Rule 15: The sole purpose of a request for a “point of information” is to 
ask the Presiding Officer or the Parliamentarian for an opinion of the effect of a 
motion or for guidance as to the correct procedure to follow. Attempts to 
circumvent the rules of debate under the guise of “points of information” or 
“points of order” will be dealt with as “dilatory motions” as specified in Robert's 
Rules of Order, Newly Revised.

Rule 16: Citations to Articles, Sections, or other parts of the Constitution 
or Standing Rules, in amendments thereto, are for the sake of easy reference 
only. Changes in the enumeration of Articles, Sections, Rules, and parts thereof 
and correct insertions, deletions, renumbering, and changes to internal cross 
references, when required by adopted amendments, will be provided by the 
Secretary of the Business Meeting in the Constitution, Standing Rules, and 
Business Passed On certified to the next Worldcon. Therefore, motions from the 
floor to renumber or correct citations, because of an adopted amendment, shall 
not be in order. Unless otherwise ordered by the Business Meeting, the 
Secretary will adjust any other provision of the Constitution and Standing Rules 
equally affected by an amendment to the Constitution, and will adjust any other 
provision of the Standing Rules equally affected by an amendment to the 
Standing Rules. Resolutions and rulings of continuing effect may be repealed or 
amended at subsequent Business Meetings by majority vote without notice, and 
shall be automatically repealed or amended by applicable amendments to the 
Constitution or Standing Rules and by conflicting resolutions and rulings 
subsequently adopted or made. Any correction of fact to the Minutes or to tbe 
Constitution or Standing Rules as published should be brought to the attention 
of the Secretary and to that of the next available Business Meeting as soon as 
they are discovered.

Rule 17: At all sessions of the Business Meeting, the hall will be divided 
into smoking and non-smoking sections by the Presiding Officer of the Meeting.

Rule 18: The motion to adjourn the Main Meeting will be in order after 
the amendments to the Constitution proposed at the last Worldcon Business 
Meeting for ratification at the current Business Meeting have been acted upon.

Rule 19: At the Site-Selection Meeting fifteen (15) minutes shall be 
allotted to each of the future selected Worldcons. During the first five (5) 
minutes, their representative may make such presentations as they may wish. 
The remaining time shall be available for questions to be asked about the 
representative’s Worldcon. Questions may be submitted in writing at any 
previous session of the Business Meeting and if so submitted shall have priority 
(if the submitter is present at Question Time and still wishes to ask the question) 
except that under no circumstances may a person ask a second question as long 
as any person wishes to ask a first question. Questions are limited to fifteen (15) 
seconds and answers to two (2) minutes. Any of these time limits may be 
adjusted for any presentation or question by majority vote. If time permits at the 
Site-Selection Meeting, bidders for the convention one year beyond the date of 
the Worldcon being voted upon will be allotted five (5) minutes each to make 
such presentations as they may wish.
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Rule 20: These Standing Rules shall continue in effect until altered or 
rescinded by a motion from the floor of any Business Meeting made by any WSFS 
member and adopted by majority vote of the Business Meeting. An amendment 
to the Standing Rules shall be effective immediately after the end of the Business 
Meeting at which it was passed.

Rule 21: Before voting on a motion to call the question, the Presiding 
Officer shall, without debate, ask for a show of hands of those persons wishing to 
speak on the matter under consideration.

Rule 22: All committees are authorized to organize themselves in any 
lawful manner and to adopt rules for the conduct of their business, which may 
include mail ballots, subject to any contrary provisions of the Constitution, the 
Standing Rules, or instructions of the Society.

Rule 23: The setting, for any item of business, of a specific time limit after 
which debate will not be in order does not prohibit the consideration, without 
debate, of subsidiary motions after that time.

The above copy of the Standing Rules for the Governance of the WSFS 
Business Meeting is hereby Certified to be True, Correct, and Complete:

Donald E. Eastlake III George P. Flynn
Chairman Secretary

1994 WSFS Business Meeting

SALUTATIONS AND FELICITATIONS 
FROM LOS ANGELES

To all attending and supporting members of Intersection.
(And, of course, the staff.)
We hope to meet as many of you as possible at the con.

-Mike & Rhonda Sheffield
e-mail: areopagan^aol.com

(Look for the guy wearing all the buttons.)

Business Passed On to Intersection
Items 1 through 4 below have been given first passage, and will become part 

of the Constitution if ratified at Intersection.

Item 1: Short Title: Release of Hugo Nomination Totals
MOVED, to add the following to the end of Section 2.9.4 of the 

WSFS Constitution:
During the same period the nomination voting totals shall also be 

published, including in each category the vote counts for at least the Qfteen 
highest vote-getters and any other candidate receiving a number of votes equal to 
at least five percent (5%) of the nomination ballots cast in that category.

Sec. 2.9.4 now requires the publication of the final-ballot Hugo 
voting counts. This motion would also require publication of the nomination 
counts, including runners-up down to 15th place or 5%, whichever represents 
fewer votes.

Item 2: Short Title: Bid Eligibility Clarification
MOVED, to amend the WSFS Constitution by deleting the last 

sentence of Section 3.4 and by replacing Section 3.5 by the following:
To be allowed -on- the-ballot eligible for site selection, a bidding 

committee must present adequate evidence of an agreement with the proposed 
sites^ its proposed site’s facilities, such as a conditional contract or a letter of 
agreement. To be eligible for site selectionrlitl-; and must state the rules under 
which the Worldcon Committee will operate, including a specification of the term 
of office of their chief executive officer or officers and the conditions and 
procedures for the selection and replacement of such officer or officers. Written 
copies of these rules must be made available by the bidding committee to any 
member of WSFS on request. For both Worldc-on and NASFiC bidst For a bid to 
be allowed on the printed ballot, the aforementioned rules and agreements, along 
with an announcement of intent to bid, must be filed with the Committee that 
will administer the voting no later than 180 days prior to the official opening of 
the administering convention; to be eligible as a write-in, a bid must file these 
documents by the close of the voting. If no bids qualify to be on the ballot meet 
these qualifications, the selection shall proceed as though “None of the Above” 
had won.

This is a rearrangement and clarification of the current text, and is 
believed to make no substantive changes. In particular, it spells out the eligibility 
of write-in candidates, in accord with current practice but not now stated 
explicitly in the Constitution. The changes that are not mere rearrangements are 
indicated above by strikethroughs (deletions) and underlining (additions).

Item 3: Short Title: Changing Relocation of Stories Between 
Hugo Categories
MOVED, to amend the last sentence of Section 2.2.1 of the 

WSFS Constitution by deleting
provided that the story is within five thousand (5,000) words of the 

new category limits.
and substituting

provided that the length of the story is within ten percent (10%) of 
the new category limits.

This would reduce the Hugo administrators’ leeway for moving 
stories between Hugo fiction categories, from the current 5000 words to 10% of the 
boundary wordage (i.e., 750 words between Short Story and Novelette, 1750 words 
between Novelette and Novella, 4000 words between Novella and Novel).

Item 4: Short Title: Count Ineligibles - But Only to a Point
MOVED, to add the following to the end of Section 3.4 of the 

WSFS Constitution:
If an ineligible candidate receives enough votes to win the election 

or becomes tied for first place, that candidate shall be eliminated, and the 
counting shall begin anew with the ineligible candidate eliminated.

This motion would allow site-selection votes for ineligible 
candidates (usually hoaxes or joke write-ins) to be counted, but would not allow 
such a candidate to actually win the election.

Item 5: Short Title: It’s a WSFS Event Too ...
MOVED, to add the following to the end of Section 3.7 of the 

WSFS Constitution:
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or the site of any NASFiC held during the same year that the site 
is selected.

This motion would apply the 60-mile exclusion zone for site 
selection not just to the site of the selecting Worldcon but also to the site of a 
NASFiC held in the same year.

Item 6: Report of the WSFS Mark Protection Committee
See the World Science Fiction Society Constitution, Sections 4.4 

and 4.5.
Officers: Kent Bloom (Chairman), Scott Dennis (Treasurer), Sue Francis 

(Secretary)
Membership: elected until Intersection: Tim Illingworth, Bruce Pelz, Ben 

Yalow; elected until L.A.con III: Stephen Boucher, Gary Feldbaum, Sue Francis; 
elected until LoneStarCon 2: Kent Bloom, Scott Dennis, Donald Eastlake. 
Worldcon appointees: Kevin Standlee (ConFrancisco), Linda Ross-Mansfield 
(ConAdian), Paul Dormer (Intersection), Robert Sacks (L.A.con III), Randall 
Shepherd (LoneStarCon 2); NASFiC appointee: Wilho Suominen (DragonCon).

Postal address: P. 0. Box 1270, Kendall Square Station, Cambridge, MA 
02142, USA.

EMail: k.bloom@genie.geis.com
If you would like to report an apparent infringement on WSFS marks, 

please write to the committee.

Item 7: Report of the Nitpicking and Flyspecking Committee
The 1986 WSFS Business Meeting voted to create a special 

committee to research and codify all resolutions of the WSFS Business Meeting 
that are still in force. This committee has submitted reports to each Business 
Meeting since and was in each case continued to report to the next Business 
Meeting.

Chairman: Donald E. Eastlake, III.
Postal address: 318 Acton St., Carlisle, MA 01741, USA.
EMail: dee@skidrow.lkg.dec.com

Item 8: Report of the Worldcon Runner’s Guide Editorial 
Committee

This committee was established by the 1989 WSFS Business Meeting, and 
has been continued ever since. A new edition was submitted at the 1994 
Business Meeting; copies are available for $9 in person, $12 by mail from Ross 
Pavlac, P.O. Box 816, Evanston, IL 60204-0816; Email at 
76636.1343@compuserve.com

Item 9: Report of Standing Rules Revision Working Group
The 1994 WSFS Business Meeting authorized Kevin Standlee 

to convene a working group to study the Standing Rules and report a consistent 
set for consideration by the 1995 Business Meeting. (Several other motions made 
at the 1994 Business Meeting were also referred to this group.) Mr. Standlee 
may be reached at P.O. Box 95, Sutter, CA 95982, or by Email at 
72377.3623@compuserve.com or k.standlee@genie.geis.com

Item 10: Worldcon Reports
Items 10.A through 10.E can occur at any session of the Business Meeting.
Items 10.F through 10.1 will be at the Site-Selection session.

10.A Financial report by ConFrancisco.
10.B Financial report by ConAdian.
10.C Financial report by Intersection.
10.D Financial report by L.A.con III (may be combined with 10.G).
10.E Financial report by LoneStarCon 2 (may be combined with 10.H). 
10.F Report of the 1998 site selection and presentation by the winner. 
10.G Presentation by, and Question Time for, L.A.con III.
10.H Presentation by, and Question Time for, LoneStarCon 2.
10.1 Presentation by 1999 candidates (time permitting).

One item of new business has already been submitted for the 1995 Business 
Meeting:

Item 11: Short Title: Elimination of a Hugo
MOVED, to amend the WSFS Constitution by deleting Section 

2.2.9, “Best Original Artwork”.

[submitted by Robert Sacks, Tim Illingworth, Stuart Hellinger, 
Lawrence Ruh, Ben Yalow, Joni Brill Dashoff Sara Paul, Mark Olson, Roger 
Sims, Shirley Avery, Martin Deutsch, Michael Nelson, Robert Macintosh, Michael 
Mason, Rick Katze, Phillip Nathanson, Lois Mangan, Liz Gross, Robert Hillis, 
Glen Boettcher, and Covert Beach]

The above copy of the Business Passed On to Intersection is hereby 
Certified to be True, Correct, and Complete:

Donald E. Eastlake III George P. Flynn
Chairman Secretary

1994 WSFS Business Meeting

Postal address: P.O. Box 1270, Kendall Square Station, Cambridge, MA 
02142, USA.

I Hotel Room Bookings Update
Margaret Austin & Bernie Evans

DON’T PANIC! There are plenty of hotel rooms (with en 
suite bathrooms) still available in the city centre although by 
the time you receive this PR we anticipate that the main 
convention hotels will be full or almost full. We do, though, 
have a small reserve of rooms in the main hotels for members 
with special needs (i.e. persons with mobility problems and/or 
particular medical conditions).

Hotel booking forms were despatched with PR5 and the 
first bookings were taken in the last week of February. Don’t 
worry if you have yet to book and have lost your form. Provided 
that you set out your requirements clearly and state your credit 
card details (name on card, billing address, card number and 
expiry date) so that a deposit can be debited, you can send your 
request to Concorde Services as a letter, fax or Email.

In addition to the hotels listed in the information which 
accompanied the booking forms, Concorde Services have 
secured rooms for members of Intersection in many smaller 
hotels throughout the city. I am therefore pleased to report 
that accommodation is still available in two, three and four star 
hotels as well as B&Bs within walking distance or a short bus 
ride from the SECC and the main convention hotels. As the 
hotels are small it is not practical to list them all. Details can 
be obtained direct from Concorde Services (tel +44 141 221 
3553, fax +44 141 221 3678, Email event@conscot.demon.co.uk).

For those of you who have yet to reserve accommodation we 

suggest that you provide as much information as possible about 
your requirements and list the criteria you would like Concorde 
Services to use in selecting an alternative should your preferred 
choices already be full. For example, if a price limit is the most 
important criterion but you don’t mind a bus ride you might say 
something like “upper price limit £30 per person. Am willing to 
travel up to 3 miles between hotel and SECC.” If location is the 
most important feature you might say “I would like to be as 
close to the party hotels (Crest and Central) as possible” or “I 
want to be within a 15 minute walk of the SECC”. The more 
detailed the information you supply the easier it will be for 
Concorde Services to recommend an alternative hotel, should 
the need arise.

If after sending your booking form to Concorde Services you 
experience any problems with your booking please let us know 
and we will investigate your problem and do our best to resolve 
it or at least explain what's happened. The person to contact is 
Bernie Evans either by e-mail to bevansa@cix.compulink.co.uk 
or by telephone to +44 121 558 0997. Concorde Services have 
undertaken to issue confirmation of your reservation within 21 
days of receipt of your request so please allow time for your 
request to be processed before querying the lack of a reply. 
Please direct queries concerning such things as hotel facilities 
and your special requirements (e.g. availability of non-smoking 
rooms) to Concorde Services rather than Bernie. Thank you.
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I Worldcon Site Selection Q & A
Kevin Standlee

Among the papers included with this PR is a four- 
page document labelled “1998 Worldcon Site Selection 
Ballot.” If you are an attending or supporting member of 
Intersection, you may cast this ballot to help determine 
the site of the 1998 World Science Fiction Convention. 
Read this article and the instructions on the ballot to 
learn how to cast your ballot. If you have other 
questions about site selection, contact Kevin Standlee, 
the site selection administrator. Write to Kevin at 
PO Box 95, Sutter CA 95982-0095 USA, or by electronic 
mail at k.standlee@genie.geis.com.

Even if you are familiar with site selection, please 
read this article and the instructions on the ballot. Some 
procedures followed in past years have changed. You 
must follow the new rules or we will not be able to count 
your ballot. In particular, there are new rules regarding 
ballots delivered to Intersection by someone other than 
the voter, sometimes called “hand-carried ballots” or 
“absentee ballots.”

The Voting Fee
Q. Do I have to pay to vote?
A. Yes. There is a voting fee of £17/$25 (US). You 

must include the voting fee with your ballot. Each ballot 
must include a separate payment for the voting fee. If 
you do not include the voting fee payment, we will not 
count your ballot.

Q. Why do I have to pay? I am already a member 
of Intersection.

A. The short answer is because the WSFS 
Constitution requires it. Explaining “the real reason” 
requires an explanation of the intent behind the rule. In 
theory, only people who want to be at least supporting 
members of the 1998 Worldcon are allowed to vote. The 
voting fee is at least a supporting membership in the 
1998 Worldcon, regardless of which bid wins the 
election. Therefore, by paying the voting fee, you have 
more of a personal stake in the election than you would 
otherwise.

Intersection does not receive any of the voting fee 
money. Intersection holds the voting fees in trust until 
after the election. After the election, the winning 
Worldcon bid receives the voting fees.

Q. Do I get my money back if the site for which I 
voted does not win?

A. No. After we validate your ballot by checking it 
against the list ofjeligible voters, we separate your name 
and address information from the ballot itself. We do 
not know how you vote.

Q. I am not yet a member of Intersection, but I 
want to vote. Can I buy an Intersection membership 
when I vote?

A. Yes. There is space on the voter information 
portion of the ballot for buying an Intersection 

supporting or attending membership. If you buy your 
Intersection membership at the same time you vote, be 
sure to include two separate payments. Make your 
membership payment payable to “Intersection.” Make 
your voting fee payment payable to “The 56th World 
Science Fiction Convention.”

Q. Can I pay my voting fee with a credit card?
A. Yes. The bidding committees have agreed to 

allow Intersection to establish a separate credit card 
account solely for collecting the voting fee. Because you 
are actually paying two separate organizations (The 53rd 
Worldcon and the 56th Worldcon), there are separate 
credit card information spaces for Intersection 
memberships and for the voting fee. If you purchase an 
Intersection membership and pay the voting fee by credit 
card simultaneously, you will see two separate 
transactions on your credit card statement.

Q. I want to pay for my ballot and my friends/ 
companion/spouse with the same cheque or money order. 
Do I have to send separate payments?

A. It is easier to process ballots if each ballot 
includes a separate voting fee payment. Including one 
payment per ballot also makes it easier for the winning 
bid to organize its records. We recognize that this is 
sometimes a hardship, especially if you pay per-cheque 
charges or have to purchase money orders. Therefore, 
we will accept multiple ballots from the same household 
paid with a single payment. If it is not difficult for you 
to send a separate payment with each ballot, please do 
so.

Eligibility Questions ("Can I vote?")
A number of these questions refer to forced votes for 

No Preference. For more information about No 
Preference votes, see the questions in the “How to Vote” 
section later in this article.

Q. I have more than one Intersection membership 
in my name. Can I cast a ballot for each membership?

A. Yes, but you must mark every ballot except the 
first one you cast No Preference. When we process the 
ballots, if we determine that you have cast more than 
one ballot, we will mark the second and successive 
ballots No Preference if you did not do so.

Q. I have some Intersection memberships in the 
name of “Guest of (name).” Can I cast a ballot for them?

A. Yes, but you must mark them all No Preference. 
When we process the ballots, we will mark ballots from 
“Guest of’ members as No Preference if you do not do so.

Q. Our club owns an Intersection membership in 
its own name. Can we cast a ballot in the club’s name?

A. Yes, but you must mark the ballot No 
Preference. When we process the ballots, we will mark 
ballots from clubs, corporations, and other “non-natural 
persons” as No Preference if they are not already marked
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that way.
Q. We have a children’s membership for our child. 

Can our child vote?
A. No. Only attending and supporting members of 

Intersection can vote. Other classes of membership, 
including single-day admissions to the convention, are 
ineligible to vote. If we receive a ballot cast on a 
children’s membership or other ineligible membership 
class, we will not count that ballot. Note, however, that 
there are no age restrictions on attending or supporting 
memberships. If your child has an attending or 
supporting membership (not a children’s membership), 
she or he may vote.

Getting Your Ballot to Intersection
Q. Doi have to attend Intersection to vote?
A. No. If you cannot attend Intersection, but still 

want to vote, you can vote by mail or you can give your 
ballot to someone else to deliver to Intersection for you. 
Please note that there are special rules about “absentee 
ballots.” These rules are different from those used in 
past years. Even if you have sent your ballot with 
someone else in the past, you should read these new 
rules and make sure you follow them. If you do not 
follow the new rules, we will not count your ballot.

Q. I do not want to mail my ballot, but I cannot 
attend Intersection. How can I vote?

A. You can give your ballot to someone else who is 
going to Intersection, and that person can deliver your 
ballot for you. To cast your “absentee ballot,” fill out the 
portion of the ballot authorizing that person to deliver 
your ballot for you. The absentee-voting portion of the 
ballot is on page four of the ballot, right below your 
name, address, and eligibility information. After filling 
out your ballot, put the ballot and your payment in an 
envelope and seal it. Every “hand-delivered” ballot must 
be individually paid for and sealed in an envelope. If you 
send us an envelope with multiple ballots or payments, 
we will not count any of the ballots.

How to Mark Your Ballot (and How We Count 
the Votes)

Q. I do not understand this stuff about numbering 
my choices on the ballot. Don’t I just mark an X by my 
choice?

A. Well, you can do that, but we do not recommend 
doing so. WSFS uses the “preferential ballot” voting 
system. On a preferential ballot, you mark a 1 by the 
site you want to win the election, then a 2 by the site you 
like second-best, a 3 by your next-most-favorite site, and 
so forth. We count the ballots by counting all the first- 
place ballots first. If nobody polls a majority of first- 
place votes, we take the site with the fewest votes and 
redistribute those ballots among the other sites based on 
those ballots’ next-highest preferences. We continue this 
process until a site gets a majority of the remaining 
ballots.

By marking your second and successive choice, you 
make sure your ballot still affects the election even if 

your favourite site does not win. If you only mark an X 
by a single candidate, we will count it as a first-place 
vote for that candidate, but if your choice is eliminated, 
your ballot will no longer count.

Q. What is the difference between None of the 
Above and No Preference?

A. The short answer is that None of the Above 
means “I don’t like any of these choices” and No 
Preference means “I don’t care who wins.”

If you vote for None of the Above, it means that you 
do not like any of the other choices on the ballot. If None 
of the Above wins the election, the World Science Fiction 
Society Business Meeting at Intersection on Sunday, 
August 27, 1995 will select the site. We treat a vote for 
None of the Above as if it were a vote for any other site, 
and therefore it can be eliminated like votes for those 
sites. Voting for None of the Above is similar to voting 
for No Award in the Hugo Awards. You can rank sites 
after (that is, with higher numbers than) None of the 
Above when voting. If None of the Above is eliminated, 
we will count your further preferences. When you mark 
sites with preferences after None of the Above, you are 
saying “I do not like any of the sites, but if it must be one 
of them, I prefer xxx.”

By contrast, a vote for No Preference means that you 
do not care which site wins the election. When we count 
the votes, we do not include No Preference votes in the 
total number of ballots cast when we determine a 
majority. Unlike votes for None of the Above, votes for 
No Preference cannot be eliminated. We will not count 
any of your choices numbered after (with higher 
numbers than) No Preference. Voting No Preference is 
the same as leaving your ballot blank. If you forget to 
drop your ballot in the ballot box, you have, in effect, 
voted No Preference.

Note that there a several special cases where you 
must vote No Preference. Those cases are defined in the 
WSFS Constitution, and are addressed elsewhere in this 
article.

Q. I see a space for write-in votes. How do they 
work?

A. The bids listed on the ballot are those who filed 
the required papers with the Intersection committee on 
or before February 24, 1995. You may write in any other 
site on your ballot. We will count all votes, including 
write-in votes. However, even write-in bids must file the 
required papers by the close of voting (Saturday, August 
26, 1995, 18:00 (6:00 pm) local time in Glasgow). If an 
ineligible site gets a majority of votes or creates a first- 
place tie in the balloting, we will eliminate that site from 
consideration.

An amendment to the WSFS Constitution that 
mandates this procedure for handling write-in votes is 
currently pending ratification. Even though we are not 
yet required to do so, Intersection will follow this 
procedure under our existing authority under the 
constitution.
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IT HAS BEEN MORE THAN THREE DECADES SINCE
THE WORLD SCIENCE FICTION CONVENTION WAS 

LAST HELD IN SEATTLE... I

...In 1961, Robert Heinlein and 300 SF fans 
descended on the Emerald City to celebrate the f 
Golden Age of Science Fiction...

. President Kennedy committed to sending a man 
to the moon, and returning him safely to the Earth, 
before the decade was out...

...Boeing was gearing up for production of the 
worlds first commercial Jetliner...

...Bill Gates had no net worth...

SEATTLE:20p®P|i J ...MY HOW TIMES HAVE CHANGED! | ||

II

* 
zFgns throughout the Puget Sound area of Washington State are joining together to bring the;' 
yVqrldCon to Seattle in 2002. Already, we have a strong nucleus of experienced bidders, and a < 
largepnd'growing group of excited local fans.

We plan to use the Washington State Convention and Trade Center, a facility with more than a ‘. 
quarter of a million square feet of exhibition, display and meeting space.
• I* 7 X' 4:.- --- z ,v * * ■
Our headquarters Hotel will be the Seattle Sheraton, which is within one block of the Convention I 
Ceqter, and has almost §p,000 square feet of function space as well.

The Seattle:2002 bid can be reached via the internet and connected services at: seattle@isomedia.com ■ 
The Seattle:2002 bid is presented by The Group of Friends, including but not limited to: Richard Bligh, Victoria Bligh, Ryan 7 
S. Dancey, Linda Deneroff, E. J. Fadgen, Michael Citrak, Karen Thompson, Sally Woehrle, and Richard Wright.

World Science Fiction Convention and WorldCon are Service Marks owned by the World Science Fiction Society, an unincorporated literary society.
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I Bidders Questionnaire
Judith Bemis

We gave all filed bidders a chance to answer the 
following questions. We have published the results for 
the edification of the voters.

1) What is the distance in yards from front door to 
front door of each of your facilities'? Will a shuttle service 
be provided?

Atlanta: Our facility is the Atlanta Market Center. 
Our convention hotels are attached to the facility by 
climate controlled walkways. The distance from either 
hotel is approximately 16 yards (12 m). The Days Inn 
Atlanta and Inn at the Peachtrees, two overflow hotels, 
are diagonally across the street from the Market Center 
at approximately 33 yards (24 m).

Baltimore: The distance from the Baltimore 
Convention Center to the Convention Hotels varies from 
100 yards to 350 yards. Exact measurements are 
impossible at this time as the portion of the Baltimore 
Convention Center that we have booked is still a rapidly 
filling hole in the ground that is scheduled to be open for 
business in 1997.

Reasonable efforts will be made to provide members 
with disabilities access to all of the convention activities, 
subject to financial constraints. No general purpose 
shuttle is planned at this time.

Boston: The distance from the John B. Hynes 
Veterans Memorial Convention Center, our daytime 
facility, to the Boston Park Plaza Hotel & Towers (and 
Castle), our headquarters hotel, is 1230 yards (about one 
kilometer or 1300 Standlees). Almost all of our other 
hotels are very close to these facilities, although some 
are up to 6 blocks away. It is a pleasant walk past many 
stores and restaurants. Our other hotels include The 
Tremont House and the “57” Park Plaza, within two 
blocks of the Boston Park Plaza, and the Back Bay 
Hilton, right across the street (60 yards) from the Hynes, 
which has announced plans to double its number of 
sleeping rooms. We also have smaller sleeping room 
blocks at the Lenox, Copley Square, Lafayette Swissotel, 
Best Western Boston, and others.

We are planning frequent, air conditioned and 
handicapped equipped, convention transportation 
shuttles. And, in addition, there is frequent bus and 
rapid transit service between and surrounding all these 
facilities running from 6am to 12:30am (our service will 
run much later than that).

2) How big are your facilities: a. number and sizes of 
meeting rooms, b. number of suites available and 
location relative to main convention space, etc. Please be 

specific, c. What are the parking costs around your 
hotels and convention centers? d. What are the room 
rates currently for your hotels?

Atlanta: The Atlanta Market Center features a 
single level Exhibit Hall of 200,000 sq. ft. and an ultra
modern meeting facility (the Inforum) that can handle 
up to twenty-six simultaneous tracks of programming 
(complete with a Broadway-style theater). The largest 
meeting space, the Apparel Mart atrium, will hold over 
5,000 people. Combining the Market Center, Westin, 
and Hyatt, 518,000 sq. ft. of meeting space, 2,346 guest 
rooms and suites, and 123 meeting rooms are available. 
Convention rates at the Westin and Hyatt are presently 
at the flat rate of $98 per night with valet parking at $12 
per day. Days Inn convention rates are a flat rate of $86 
per night with free parking. The Inn at Peachtrees’ 
rates begin at $69 per night with free parking. The 
Peachtree Center Garage, attached to the Market Center 
complex, has over 800 additional parking spaces at $5 
per day.

Baltimore: a. The expanded Baltimore Convention 
Center will have 1.1 million sq ft., of which we have 
reserved 650,000 sq ft. This includes a 4000 seat 
ballroom, and a 500 seat theater, b. [The Executive Vice 
President was out of town for business reasons during 
the period that this survey was being prepared so exact 
figures are not available.] c. Parking costs between $5 
and $12 per day, with various weekend and daily 
specials, d. Quad rates at our hotels currently range 
from $60 to $125 per room, per night.

Boston: Our daytime facilities are the John B. 
Hynes Convention Center and the Back Bay Hilton, both 
used for the 1989 Boston WorldCon. This time we have 
the entire Hynes reserved with 190,000 square feet of 
meeting space and 41 meeting rooms. The Back Bay 
Hilton right across the street has 16 function rooms with 
12,450 square feet of space. Our evening facilities are 
the Boston Park Plaza Hotel and the ParkPlaza Castle. 
(We are the only 1998 bid with a castle among its 
facilities.) The Park Plaza has 36 meeting rooms with 
over 40,000 square feet of meeting space. The Castle has 
20,000 square feet and is not encumbered by any 
catering restrictions. The Park Plaza is the 
headquarters hotel with over 990 sleeping rooms, 
including many suites, the majority of which are blocked 
for us. The Park Plaza, “57” Park Plazas, and Tremont 
House form a tight cluster with over 1,600 sleeping 
rooms. Parking in the convention area varies from $13 
to $18 per day at this time. For those who want it, we 
will arrange free parking for the weekend in an outlying
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area from which you can get to the convention by public 
transport. For an example of costs, a weekend package 
this year for the Boston Park Plaza over Labor Day 
weekend is $129.00 per night double occupancy 
including either free parking or breakfast.

3) a. Describe your corporate structure, and b. Your 
proposed organizational structures for the convention, c. 
What is your IRS status (not-for-profit, 501(c)(3)), and is 
it granted or just applied for? d. Who will be the 
convention officers?

Atlanta: Our corporate structure consists of six 
voting members that are elected yearly and up to an 
additional fourteen non-voting members. Our 
convention organizational structure will be similar to 
those used by past Worldcons. This committee is 
presently chaired by Bill Ritch. ACME (the Atlanta 
Consortium for Multi-genre Education) is organized as a 
Georgia not-for-profit organization and has applied for 
similar status with the United States Internal Revenue 
Service. Convention officers will be elected by the 
ACME board when Atlanta is awarded the 1998 
Worldcon.

Baltimore: a. Baltimore WorldCon in 1998, Inc. is a 
Maryland Non-Profit Corporation organized under a 
Board of Directors consisting of the Corporate Officers: 
the President, Executive Vice President, VP for Special 
Operations, Comptroller, Treasurer, Recording 
Secretary, Corresponding Secretary, and the Convention 
Chair. Officers are elected by the membership annually, 
except for the Convention Chair, who serves until a year 
after the convention, or until removed by the Board.

The members of the corporation pay quarterly dues 
and any assessments (loans) approved by a majority of 
the membership.

The Current Officers are: President: Covert Beach, 
Exec Vice President: Martin Gear, VP for Special Ops: 
Lance Oszko, Comptroller: Bob Macintosh, Treasurer: 
Thomas Hormon, Recording Secretary: Eva Whitley, 
Corresponding Secretary: Jul Owings, Convention Chair: 
Peggy Rae Pavlat

b. The Worldcon will be run by the Standing 
Worldcon Operating Committee (SWOC), which is 
headed by the Convention Chair. Membership on the 
SWOC will be composed of selected members of the 
Convention and serve at the Chair’s pleasure.

Appointments to certain positions of significant 
financial authority, such as the Treasurer and the 
Comptroller, must be approved by the Corporate Board. 
In addition, the Corporate President and Convention 
Chair are barred from also being either the Treasurer or 
Comptroller.

c. At present, Baltimore Worldcon in 1998, Inc. is a 
Maryland Non-Profit Corporation. We have also filed for 
501(c)(3) exempt status with the IRS.

d. Chair: Peggy Rae Pavlat
Other positions will be filled by the Chair.
Other details on the specific structure of our 

convention will be discussed over the summer, and 
refined during the year after the election.

Boston: “Boston in 1998” is an operating name of 
Boston Convention Engineering Corporation, a 
Massachusetts not-for-profit corporation which has been 
recognized by the US Internal Revenue Service as 
exempt from taxation under section 501(c)(3) of the IRS 
code (exemption letter dated 28 Feb 1995 retroactive to 
BCEC’s incorporation). We will have a convention 
committee organized into Divisions and Areas with 
strong financial controls.

The officers elected at our Annual Meeting 29 April 
1995 (which is being run as a one day convention called 
BidCon 2) are expected to be our convention officers. By 
vote of the committee, Donald and Jill Eastlake are the 
listed Chair on the site selection ballot.

4) What will the dates of your convention be?

Atlanta: September 3-7, 1998, the traditional Labor 
Day weekend dates for Worldcon.

Baltimore: Wed, 5 August 1998 to Sun, 9 August 
1998.

Boston: Our convention dates will be Thursday, 3 
September 1998, through Monday, 7 September 1998 
(the USA Labor Day weekend).

5) How did you raise you bid funds? Please indicate 
all sources.

Atlanta: Our bid funds have been raised through 
traditional Worldcon methods (i.e. supporting 
memberships, T-shirt sales, bid parties and 
contributions/loans from our corporate board members).

Baltimore: Corporate Dues: currently $25/quarter 
for Voting Membership, $25/year for Associate 
Membership. Assessments: loans voted on by the 
Membership. Currently $55 per member in assessments 
have been levied. Presupports: $5. Currently we have 
1300-1500. Presupporters will received a $5 discount off 
of the conversion between a supporting and an attending 
membership in the Baltimore WorldCon. Privateers: 
$40. Privateers who vote will receive a full attending 
membership in the Baltimore WorldCon. Letters of 
Marque: $100. Receive Privateer privileges and a 
Letter of Marque. Donations Sales of Pirate Booty 
Loans: BSFS (Baltimore Science Fiction Society) has 
made a $1000 Loan to the bid. Grants: BSFS has made 
a $500 Grant as well. Raffle: We are raffling off chances 
to win a special Samurai Cat painting by Mark Rogers.
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The drawing will be held at Intersection.

Boston: Our bid funding has come from
assessments on committee members ($8 per quarter 
year), donations and advances, pre-supporting 
memberships ($8 regular, $25 special), and sales of T- 
shirts and other merchandise.

6) What is your conversion to attending rate policy1?

Atlanta: Pre-supporting Atlanta in 1998 and voting: 
$0.00. Not pre-supporting Atlanta in 1998 and voting: 
$25.00

Baltimore: Voters No Presupport $50. Voters 
Presupporter $45. Voters Privateer Attending. Voters 
Letter of Marque Attending. Non-Voters All types A 
discount from the current attending rate equal to the 
amount already paid for up to 1 year after Intersection.

Boston: We will charge $50 for voters to convert to 
attending within 90 days after the voting. New 
attending members during that period will be $75. Pre
supporters will get credit for $12 if they presupported for 
$8 and $40 credit if they pre-supported for $25 if they 
convert in that period.

7) List all sources of expected convention income and, 
to the extent that policy decisions on convention income 
have been made already, categorize each source as 
follows: (examples of income areas are memberships, 
baby-sitting, sales to members, dealers room, art show, 
corporate sponsorship, progress report ads, program book 
ads, etc.)

Atlanta: A. Things that will pay for themselves and 
subsidize other convention activities: Corporate 
Sponsorships / Exhibit Hall Dealer’s Room Sales to 
Members B. Things that will approximately pay for 
themselves: Art Show/Print Shop Program Book 
Memberships Game Tournaments C. Things that will 
require subsidy from other income sources: Progress 
Reports Baby-Sitting GoH Banquet

Baltimore: a) it will pay for itself and subsidize 
other convention activities. * Supporting Memberships * 
Attending Memberships * Corporate Sponsorship * 
Dealers’ Room Table Fees * Sales to Members b) it will 
approximately pay for itself. * Art Show Commissions/ 
Fees * Program Book/PR Ads c) it will require subsidy 
from other income sources. * Child Care Fees * 
Memberships from currency restricted countries.

Boston: Sources of convention funding: (a) will 
subsidize other convention activities: a. 1: Memberships 
a.2: Pass along funds from prior WorldCons. a.3: Pro 
rate Progress Report and Program Book ads. a.4: 

Corporate sponsorships (none currently planned).
(b) will approximately pay for itself: b.l: Fan rate 

Progress Report and Program Book ads. b.2: Art Show 
rates (primarily panel fees) b.3: Dealers Room table fees. 
b.4: Baby-sitting for infants that are not full members. 
b.5: Sales to members, b.6: Any banquets/food-functions.

(c) will be subsidized by other convention activities 
or income sources: c.l: Baby-sitting for infants that are 
full convention members. (Most convention 
programming and activities will be subsidized but are 
not explicitly listed here as they are not “sources of 
income”)

8) What would you hope future Worldcons would copy 
from your proposed convention? What do you feel is the 
most important thing about your proposed convention?

Atlanta: We hope that future Worldcons will adopt/ 
adapt what works, and abandon what does not work, in 
the traditional fannish manner. In particular we hope to 
show “southern hospitality”, careful planning with an 
attention to detail and to be a model of fiscal 
responsibility.

Our most important aspect of our convention will be 
that we will demonstrate an open and accepting 
approach to all facets of the sf/fantasy community.

The Atlanta in 1998 Bid Committee intends to 
celebrate the many elements of the sf/fantasy genre.

Baltimore: The general philosophy of the Baltimore 
WorldCon bid is that, in spite of our piratical bid theme, 
we hope to run a convention that: * Is accessible to the 
increasing number of fans who are disenfranchised by 
the traditional Labor Day dates. * Is enjoyable to the 
membership. * Allows the volunteers, who are essential 
to running any convention, to have a good time too. * 
Doesn’t go broke, while also not leaving the membership 
with the impression that they were ripped off. As to 
what we hope future Worldcons will copy — it is too 
early to say. Most of the greater innovations in 
Worldcon running, such as the Concourse pioneered by 
our Chair at Noreascon 3, are the children of necessity 
rather than prior planning. We hope, with our mix of 
members with experience at running WorldCons at all 
levels, with a leavening of newer fans that come from all 
parts of the country, to reinvent a few square wheels, or 
at least put new suspensions on them...

Boston: We hope.that future Worldcons will be 
organized as we are, in an open fashion welcoming the 
full range of interests of all of fandom. Additionally, we 
hope to prove that the Worldcon can be opened up to 
more diverse venues and run so as to take advantage of 
the site environment outside the convention center and 
hotels.
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Liverpool Science Fiction
Texts and Studies

OLAF STAPLEDON
Speaking for the Future
ROBERT CROSSLEY
Foreword by Brian W. Aldiss
Vol. 1, 480pp., inc. 25 b/w illustrations, hardback
ISBN 0 85323 388 8

ANTICIPATIONS
Essays on Early Science Fiction 
and its Precursors 
edited by DAVID SEED
Vol. 2, 244pp., £27.50 (h/b), £12.25 (p/b)
ISBN 0 85323 348 9 (h/b), 0 85323 418 3 (p.b)

UTOPIAN AND SCIENCE
FICTION BY WOMEN
Worlds of Difference 
edited by JANE L. DONAWERTH and 
CAROL A. KOLMERTEN 
Foreword by Susan Gubar
Vol. 3, 296pp., £27.50 (h/b), £15.00 (p/b)
ISBN 0 85323 269 5 (h/b), 0 85323 279 2 (p/b)

THE DETACHED RETINA
Aspects of SF and Fantasy
BRIAN W. ALDISS
Vol. 4, 240pp., £25.00 (h/b), £11.75 (p/b)
ISBN 0 85323 289 X (h/b), 0 85323 299 7 (p/b)

CHARLOTTE PERKINS
GILMAN
Her Progress Toward Utopia, 
with Selected Writings
Carol Farley Kessler
Vol. 5, 288pp., £27.50 (h/b), £15.00 (p/b)
ISBN 0 85323 489 2 (h/b), 0 85323 499 X (p/b)

SHADOWS OF THE 
FUTURE
H. G. Wells, Science Fiction and 
Prophesy 
PATRICK PARRINDER
Vol. 6, July 1995, approx. 224 pp., £25.00 (h/b), £14.95 (p/b) 
ISBN 0 85323 439 6 (h/b), 0 85323 449 3 (p/b)

THE TALE OF THE NEXT 
GREAT WAR, 1871*1914 
Fictions of Future Warfare and of 
Battles-still-to-come 
edited by I. F. CLARKE
Vol. 7, July 1995, approx. 288pp., £32.00 (h/b), £12.95 (p/b) 
ISBN 0 85323 459 0 (h/b), 0 85323 469 8 (p/b)

THE INHERITORS
JOSEPH CONRAD and 
FORD MADOX FORD 
Foreword by George Hay, 
Introduction by David Seed
Vol. 8, July 1995, price to be announced 
ISBN 0 83523 560 0 (p/b only)

FEMALE RULE IN
CHINESE AND ENGLISH 
LITERARY UTOPIAS 
QINGYUN WU
Vol. 9, July 1995, prices to be announced 
ISBN 0 85323 570 8 (h/b), 0 85323 580 5 (p/b)

These books will be on sale in the 
Dealers' Room at Worldcon 1995. Please 
write to be added to our mailing list 
for announcements of new titles in 
this series.

LIVERPOOL UNIVERSITY PRESS 
PO BOX 147, LIVERPOOL, L69 3BX
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I The Mexicon Hat
In May 1994, Mexicon died and the Mexicon Hat was 

born. The end of the Mexicon series of sf conventions left a 
surprisingly large cash residue; rather than distribute it 
piecemeal to the usual fan funds and charities, or send 50p 
to everyone who had ever joined a Mexicon, it was decided 
to take advantage of this unusual opportunity to try 
something new in British fandom.

Everybody knows there have been many excellent 
ideas within fandom that have never made progress 
because there just wasn’t enough money to get them going 
properly: the people with the ideas aren’t always the ones 
with the money.

The Mexicon Hat offers a solution to this problem. 
Where there is a sound idea which will benefit sf fandom 
and will be self-supporting once it is off the ground, the 
Mexicon Hat can lend the money - interest-free - to get it 
going. Loans are likely to be just a couple of hundred 
pounds, and will be repayable once the project, whatever it 
may be, is running.

All we need to know to approve of a loan is: does this 
sound like a Good Idea, and will these people repay the 
loan as arranged, so that we can re-use the money on some 
other brilliant scheme.

The Mexicon Hat is interested in lending to projects 
that can: benefit British fandom in whole or in part; 
demonstrate that they have every reasonable chance of 
succeeding; be expected to repay the money borrowed 
within the agreed time. The proposers have to show that 
their idea is worthwhile and interesting, that they have a 
genuine budget and financial plan, and that they are 
putting in as much money of their own as they can 
reasonably raise.

The Mexicon Hat is administered by a committee of 
five experienced and knowledgeable fans, which will assess 
projects to receive loans, and publicise the activities of the 
Mexicon Hat and its related projects to fandom at large. 
Project proposals will be considered by all five committee 
members, a simple majority vote being required to confirm 
a loan. There are also five reserve trustees, able to step in 
whenever one of the existing trustees retires or cannot for 
any reason judge any specific case.

The Mexicon Hat is fully accountable to fandom at 
large, and to this end will publish annual accounts and 
newsletters at Eastercon and Novacon of each year. The 
first newsletter was launched at Confabulation, the 1995 
Eastercon in London. All assisted projects will be written- 
up for the newsletters by their proponents. Publications 
will automatically be sent to all Mexicon Hat Supporters, 
and can be obtained by any interested parties on request. 
Information will, of course, be circulated to Ansible, 
Critical Wave, Matrix and other news-sheets in the UK and 
abroad.

We also hope to receive money from a variety of 
sources, to be recycled out as loans. Anyone interested in 
helping the Mexicon Hat can become a supporter by 
donating at least £5.00 per year. This will ensure that

Martin Tudor
newsletters and accounts are sent regularly. Donations 
from convention surpluses will also be gratefully received; 
we are also especially keen to liberate “dead” money from 
long-past conventions. Any such money - and there is 
rumoured to be quite a lot - would be more useful in the 
Mexicon Hat than in a dormant bank account, so please 
contact us with any details.

The collection of more money really is of some 
importance; if the Mexicon Hat can gather cash in excess of 
its present working balance, we’ll be able to offer outright 
grants as well as interest-free loans.

Finally, to cover all eventualities, we have a built-in 
self-destruct mechanism. If the Mexicon Hat has not 
proved itself an active and useful institution, in terms of 
loan applications fulfilled and further finance attracted, by 
1st January 1997, all money in its charge will be 
distributed to the usual good causes and it will cease to 
exist. However, we certainly believe there is a place for an 
organisation able to assist worthwhile but underfunded 
ideas; ingenuity and affluence do not necessarily walk 
hand in hand.

If you would like to be involved with the Mexicon Hat:
[1] put appropriate projects in touch with us, if you 

think they would benefit from our assistance,
[21 send a donation of at least £5.00 (payable to 

“Mexicon Hat”) and become a supporter for a year, and/or
[3] pass on any useful knowledge - projects in 

difficulty, sources of donations, potential trustees, 
anything at all! We intend to cover a broad range of 
interests within science fiction fandom, and will be keeping 
alert to new developments, so the more people acting as 
eyes and ears, the better.

Loan applications are available now from our 
administrative address: First Floor Flat, 14 Prittlewell 
Square, Southend-on-Sea, Essex, SSI 1DW; please enclose 
a large reply-paid envelope with requests for information. 
The information we need and the undertakings to be given 
by borrowers are quite straightforward, but must be 
carried out in an orderly and unambiguous way, so please 
request information before making any other 
representations.

In addition to the launch of the newsletter 
Confabulation also hosted a programme item on the 
Mexicon Hat. Presented by the Mexicon Hat trustees it 
featured a brief history of the Mexicon Hat and its purpose, 
followed by the ritual passing of the original Mexicon Hat 
(for donations) and an auction to raise funds. A full report 
of the activities of the Mexicon Hat, with details of how 
much was raised both at Easter and later will appear in 
the Novacon 1995 issue of the newsletter.

The Mexicon Hat trustees are Rhodri James, Christina 
Lake, Greg Pickersgill, Martin Tudor and Pam Wells. 
Reserve trustees as of March 1995 are Tony Berry, Sue 
Mason, Jackie McRobert, Mark Plummer and Maureen 
Speller.
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I Gaying the Worldcon
Jane Camall

We stood in the centre of the hall where the 
Worldcon will Intersect, and looked around.

It’s big.
The walls were a long way away, and they were 

black; the steel rafters and the ceiling were closer, and 
they too were black. The floor was black, and it was just 
beneath our feet, which was just as well. It’s big.

You may think it’s along way down the road to the 
chemist’s, but that’s just peanuts to Intersection.

Most people just rent a bit of it. Or just use a bit of 
it. We’re going to use it all, and spill over into other 
smaller halls, where there’s only room for a few hundred 
or so people to mill around.

And we have to gay it. Imagine that whole black 
ceiling full of bobbing pink helium balloons. Imagine a 
great pink triangle blazoned against the wall. It’s a 
tough job, but somegay’s got to do it.

Two and a half years ago in a small cafe in 
Edinburgh I had visions of gay panels, gay events, and 
gay cappuccino. Last weekend in Glasgow I was talking 
to a (his words) “very very heterosexual man” who said 
that normally he’d have argued against this sort of thing 
(“Gaying the Worldcon”) but he realised that with 
Samuel Delany as Guest of Honour, gay ideas just 
couldn’t be ignored at this con, because it would mean 
ignoring large chunks of Delany’s life.

Dryly, I answered that I had seen it not so much as

I Evening Fanroom
Lilian Edwards

WANTED: Young, Free and Single Fans!
Yes, the evening fanroom wants YOU!!
Ever watched Blind Date? Or for US fans, The 

Dating Game? You know the idea: one gal, three hunks, 
she asks the questions, they answer them, she picks - or 
vice versa for the genders... Well, Intersection is going 
to run its very own fannish version (pretty late at night, 
natch!). We already have a few male contenders lined up 
but what we need is WOMEN (and maybe also MEN) 
who are outgoing, extrovert, prepared to have fun - and 
preferably, either genuinely single and looking for a 
partner or, at .the very least, not in a monogamous 
relationship (we don’t want crime passionelle breaking 
out in the Central, please!). The lucky winning couple 
will go on a special BLIND DATE during the convention 
(maybe to the Hugo Awards, say) and may even get 
videoed for the delectation of the dead dog Review of the 
Convention!

If you fancy taking part, please contact Lilian 
Edwards at 39, Viewforth, Edinburgh EH10 4JE, 
UK or email me at L.Edwards@ed.ac.uk.

We’d be fascinated by any details you care to enclose. 

an excuse, but as an opportunity.
Delany’s Guest of Honour speech will, of course, be 

part of the Gaying the Worldcon events. However, it’s 
the one part we don’t need to organise or find volunteers 
for; we just need to turn up.

For the other gay panels, we do need volunteers. 
You know who you are, and we know there must be at 
least four hundred or so of us out there, but which one in 
ten?

Some of the ideas for panels, or event; “Hollywood 
Normality, or why is everyone straight in the movies?”, 
“Queer Vampires, or Take Back the Night” (we’re 
especially interested in hearing from any gay vampires 
out there), “Lesbian Feminist Fantasy — what have Pat 
Califia, Joanna Russ, and Marion Zimmer Bradley got in 
common?”, and more, including slash, homophobia, gays 
in comics, straight reflections of gay images, and little- 
known gay SF novels.

We really do need volunteers, because otherwise all 
these exciting panels will be filled entirely with our own 
set of friends and loved ones, which would be a terrible 
waste of a Worldcon. So if you’re interested and lesbian, 
gay, or bisexual, or just interested, please write to me at 
the address below.

Jane Carnail, 63 Montgomery Street, Edinburgh, 
EH7 5HZ, Scotland, 0131-556 6109

I The E.T. Contact 
Simulation

John Bray

During the five days of the convention we shall be 
running a simulation of the discovery of evidence that 
there is intelligent life off the Earth. Briefings will take 
place in the fan area three times a day and we hope to 
simulate news broadcasts. The interaction will involve 
teams of people distributed over various parts of the 
world and is intended to take place via-email via the 
internet. News will be regularly posted to Usenet news 
groups. Convention members can participate as 
members of the news team and should contact Chris 
Boyce, on email as 100140.2714@compuserve.com , or via 
the standard Intersection mail address.
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I The Intersection Short Story 
Competition

Colin Harris

Sponsored by
Ace SF, Avon Books, Baen Books, HarperCollins, Roc 

Books, TSR Books, Warner Books.

Always fancied your chances as a writer? Never got 
around to it? Then this is your chance. Intersection are 
pleased to announce the Intersection short story 
competition, open to all professionally unpublished 
convention members. Prizes? Over a hundred books 
donated by our sponsors, awarded in separate categories 
of SF, fantasy and horror. Plus your moment of glory at 
the convention.

The rules are below. Get writing!

Rules of Entry
1. The competition is open to all attending members 

of Intersection who are unpublished (professionally) in 
fiction. (Academic publication does not count.)

2. Entries must be original, self-contained works of 
fiction, of less than 5,000 words in length. (Extracts 
from longer works will not be accepted.)

3. Entries must be SF, Fantasy or Horror. Each 
member may submit one entry in total.

4. Entries must be provided on single sided A4 
(210 x 297mm) paper, double spaced and with one inch 
margins using near letter perfect or laser printer 

quality. Hand written entries will not be accepted.

5. Entries must clearly state the name, address and 
membership number of the author, along with the 
category for which the entry is intended.

6. Entries will not be returned.

7. Entries must be RECEIVED at the following 
address by July 8th 1995.

Intersection Short Story Competition 
c/o Tina Hewett 
115 The Brent
Dartford
Kent DAI 1YK
UK

8. The winners will be judged by Morgan Llywelyn, 
Michael Scott, Jody Lynn Nye, Bill Fawcett, Meg Davis 
and Christopher Schelling.

9. Intersection reserves the right to print copies of 
the winning entries for distribution at the convention.

Intersection expresses its thanks to the organiser, 
Bill Fawcett, and all the judges, as well as the sponsors, 
for their support without which this competition could 
not have taken place.

I Souvenir Book Advertising Rates
We have (finally, and after much threatening on my part) set advertising rates for the Intersection Souvenir Book. 

The rates below are in US dollars and pounds sterling, and are inclusive of VAT at 17’/6%, i.e. you don’t need to play 
with the numbers.

Fan Semi-Pro/Educational Professional
Full page $180/£115 $385/£245 $530 /£335
V2 page $130/£85 $230 / £145 $320/£200
V4 page $95 / £60 $160/£100 $195/£125
'A page $70/£45 $115/£70 $130/£80
Inside covers — — $675 / £425

Sadly, although the rates made it in just before the printing deadline, the supplementary details didn’t. For 
further information on advertising in the Souvenir Book, including page sizes and where to send your copy, please 
contact Stuart C. Kellinger, the Souvenir Book Advertising Manager, through any of the usual convention addresses.
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I The Gathering Of The Fans: Fan Fair
Helen Steele and Paul Treadaway

The basic philosophy of the Intersection Fan Fair is 
simple: we wish to provide an area where socialising and 
programming can intermingle; where there are 
diversions and exhibitions generated and run by fans, for 
fans. I have written in a previous PR about the 
philosphy of Fan Fair. Below, I give a few details of how 
you can participate.

The Fan Market
The Fan Market is meant to complement rather than 

usurp the Dealers Room. It is the place for the fan 
groups, upcoming conventions and fan dealers to spread 
the word or to ply their trade at a more accessible price 
than the Dealers Room: sacrificing security for 
flexibility. Tables will be available for the duration of 
the convention or for single days only, and can be booked 
in advance or at the convention (though priority will be 
given to those booked in advance). Prices for a single 
table start at £5 for a single day and £20 for the whole 
convention, which we feel allows the Fan Market to be 
accessible to all. Booths are available for extra cost. If 
you need something other than tables or booths, please 
write to us and we will contact you and attempt to cater 
for individual needs.

Exhibitions
Fan Fair is also the location of most exhibition space. 

If you have a fan or professional exhibit we will aim to 
accommodate you.

Performance Area
There will be a performance area within Hall 4 

available free to fan groups or individuals. Adjoining a 
cafe bar it will be particularly suitable for flexible itqjns 
which do not require fixed seating or equipment, such as 
short theatre pieces or games, whether planned in 
advanced or on the day. If you think you might be 
interested in using the performance area then please get 
in touch for further details. Bookings to use the area can 
be made in advance or on the day to the duty Hall 4 
manager.

Other areas within Fan Fair: Kaffee Klatch
Meet the authors! Meet your favourite author over a 

coffee. Many •published science fiction and fantasy 
authors attend the Worldcon and this is your chance to 
talk to them in a relaxed atmosphere.

Fan Room, Lounge and Fan Bar
A large area will be set aside for the Fan Programme 

Room, a lounge area and adjoining bar. The Fan 
Programme area is being organised by Steve and Jenny 
Glover and they and the Fan Fair staff are working 

together to make the Fan Lounge and Bar a convivial 
place to drink, meet other fans and peruse fanzines. 
Whether you are a first time attendee or a long-standing 
fan we hope that we can cater for you all. The Fan 
Lounge will be adjacent to the Fan Market at the heart 
of the Fan Fair.

Science Programming
The Science Programme will be also resident within 

Hall 4, holding a ‘Contact’ game and organising a 
Science Poster exhibition.

The Next Step...
The more information we get, the easier it is for both 

you and us. Please let us know what you plan or want to 
do within Hall 4 and we will see what, together, we can 
do. If you have any questions, if you would like to book 
fan market tables, exhibition space or if you need further 
information about anything relevant to Hall 4 please feel 
free to contact:

Helen Steele - Division Head, Hall 4
h.steele@elsevier.co.uk

or

Paul Treadaway - Deputy Division Head 
ptlOO@cup.cam.ac.uk

I British Airways 
Fare Deal
Specially discounted fares from British Airways have 

been offered for all Intersection members.
To take advantage of this offer please phone your 

local British Airways office for details. Just quote 
reference CIC*115/62.

Please note, this offer is only valid when booking 
direct with a British Airways office.

[Or with Morgan’s Tours and Travel! — Ed]

British Airways
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MCFI, purveyors of fine 
WorldCons for 21 years, 
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first World Con of , A 
the 21st Century. 
New century- 
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memberships are 

available for $8 U.S. 
F 8c include a cloisonne 
pin. Write us at:

Boston in 2001
+ P.O. Box 1010 *
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I Membership Updates
The following are the new and updated memberships as of early April 1995, sorted by country with all the usual 

caveats and apologies (Northern Irish fans will find themselves still listed under GB, which isn’t quite correct). 
Where people have specified badgenames, these have been given in preference to real names. If you can’t find 
yourself on this list, then (a) remember you are listed under your badgename, (b) your details may have reached 
Membership Services after they passed on the updates to me, or (c) your details may have reached Membership 
Services sufficiently long ago that your name was printed in PR6.

5660 A Hildegard Rosel
5661 A Stefan Tomaschitz

AUS
4038 A Catherine Kerrigan 
5228 A Zev Sero
5235 S Alan Stewart

CDN
998 A Stephanie Bayne 
1763 A Benoit Girard
5553 A David Graham
5442 A Ann Hall
5445 A Guy Gavriel Kay
4627 A David Koren
2894 S Penny Lipman

CH
5439 A Judy Johnson

CR
5251 A Sinisa Bengin
5316 A Milena Benini Getz 
4377 A Marina Grskovic
5753 A Dario Jelincic
5268 A Robert Jukic
5754 A Vlatko Juric-Kokic 
5320 A Hilda Kriletic Kurilic
5112 A Kresimir Lenic
5270 A Darko Macan
5323 A Domagoj Paska
5755 A Damir Piese
5756 A Mira Piese
4382 A Klaudije Radanovic
5757 A Fayez Risheg
5758 A Goran Sacer
5278 A Rea Steiner
5759 A Gorr.n Topic

CSR
5696 A Roman Kupka

D
3115 A Manfred Alex 
5762 A Almut Bastin
5763 A Marion Baumeister 
656 A Michael Baumgartner
3872 A Annette Beil
5764 A Sabine Bennemann 
5765 A Rudiger Block 
1168 A Dietmar W. Bloech 
687 A John G. Cramer 
688 A Pauline B. Cramer 
5766 A Kerstin Droge 
3183 A Karl-Heinz Echle 
3872 X Rudi Ferrari
5767 A HANSECON 1
5768 A HANSECON 2
5721 A Joachim Hemmer 
3868 A Guido Henschel 
640 A Nils Hinrichsen 
1267 A Armin Hofmann
5769 A Fraziska Honeit
5770 A Bernd

Hutschenreuther 
5771 A Kerstin

Hutschenreuther 
5772 A Rosemarie Jeschke 
5773 A Wolfgang Jeschke 
5774 A Carsten Keller 
5778 A Jurgen Kerch 
5775 A Claudia Kern 
5285 A Hartmut T KI ages 
5776 A Ulrich Krause 
5777 A Bodo Krietsch 
5225 A Jan Patrick Krueger 
1170 A Lutz Kuech 
5779 A Christoph Luhr 
322 A Eckhard D. Marwitz 
5780 J Astrid Neukirchen

5781 J Dirk Neukirchen 
5782 A Claus Pantring 
5783 A Ludwig Schindler 
5784 A Heike Schmidt 
5785 A Michael Schwarz 
5786 A Rupert Schwarz 
5787 A Margil Strobele 
679 A Achim Sturm 
5747 A Robert Taasaas 
5788 A Christine Theus 
1167 A Herbert Thiery 
568 A Thomas Vohl 
1171 A Ariane Von Orlow
5789 A Gunda Wechinger 
5790 A Norbert Weisner

E
5799 A Pedro Godfroid Goffin 
3918 A Jose Luis Gonzalez 
5800 A Manuela Moreno

Moreno
1602 A Joan Manel Ortiz 
5746 A Javier Redal
1913 A Pedro Jorge Romero

F
3831 A Bernard Dardinier 
5798 A Anne Reymond 
5824 A Norman Spinrad 
5797 A Caroline Thibaudeau 
5825 A N Lee Wood

GB
5670 A John Anderson
5671 A Diane Anderson
5801 A Tina Anghelatos 
5727 A Austin
5733 A Diane Austin
5732 A Paul Austin
5802 A Nick Austin
5655 S Avon
5282 A David Beasley
5725 A Alan Bellingham
3292 A B.A. Blackburn 
5796 A Anne G Boylan 
5666 A Nigel Brooke 
5807 A Su Brown 
1414 A George Budge 
5808 A Simon Callan 
5809 A Sandy Campbell 
5652 A Chris Carrick 
5653 A Frank Carrick 
3933 A Fiona Clark 
5810 A Alison Cobb
5076 A Mike Convey
2551 A Kate Cooper
5811 A Anita Crafls-Lightly
5160 A Neil Craig 
369 A Andy Croft 
5675 A Pete Crowther 
5726 A David
5685 A Jack Davies
5513 AS. M. Dibb
5673 A Gavin Dix-White
5101 A Philip Dutton

•5743 A Susan Dye
5728 S Stephen Ealey
5719 A Angie Edwards
5683 A Vicky Evans
5519 A Judith Faul
5813 A Colin Fitzgerald
5662 A Jo Fletcher
5658 A Greig Forbes
5654 A Claire Gabriel
5735 A Ted Garside
5806 A Genghis McCann 
3321 A Gary Gibson 
5219 A Jenny Glover 
1910 X Claire Gordon 
3276 A Niall M. Gordon 
5822 A Gordon

5738 A Maggie Graham
4488 A Suzie Haynes 
5720 A Graham Ilead
5740 A David Hicks
3789 A Paul Hiley
3790 A Michelle Hiley 
299 A Rob Holdstock
1910 A Peter Irving 
3935 A JAG
5664 A Ian Jackson
5814 A Daniel James
5741 A Jim
5816 A Frank Johnston
5572 A Stephen Jones
5572 A Stephen Jones 
5817 A Paul Jowett
5734 A Ken M
5820 A Andrew Kirkland
5511 A Paddy Leahy
4688 A Eric Letherman
3977 A Leysa
5818 A Linda
3419 A Steve Linton
5803 A Loma
5690 A Sheila MacAulay
5515 A Nicholas Mahoney 
5064 A Don Malcolm
3765 A K Andrew Markham 
5651 S Kireon Marshall
5723 A Matthew
5805 A Max Sterling
5482 A Alastair E 

McCullough
3423 A Anne McKelvey
3424 A Richard McKelvey 
3106 A Jackie McRobert
5730 A Andy Meadowcroft 
3792 A Yvonne Meaney
5804 A Meribor
5669 A M J Merrison
5512 A Michael Molloy
5821 A Lee Montgomerie
5514 A Dave Mooring
3932 A Simon Morris
5736 A M Moss
3936 S Sue Mowbray
591 S Simon Moxey
535 A Rhona F Neil
792 A No Through Road 
5520 A Lisanne Norman
5516 A Krystyna Oborn 
5657 A John R Orom
5731 A Simon Ounscly
5748 A Jessica Palmer
5819 A Peter
5724 A Phil
5656 S Martin Potts
3308 A David Power
3420 A Jennifer Anne Quin
3946 A Ranger Doug
5668 A Douglas Reay
3956 A Peter Redfarn
429 A Malcolm M. Reid
3130 A Richard The Rampant 
5684 A Julie Rigby
5659 A Robert
298 A Geoff Ryman
4526 A Ensign Beth Salimi
2869 A Mandy Slater
5663 A Ann Stanier
5079 A Steve
5812 A Graham Stokes
582 A Martin Sutherland 
5745 A T Mac
3321 X Emma Taylor
3419 X Bill Thomas
3420 X Ian Thomas
667 A Gregory N.G. Tingey 
5815 A Deborah Tompkinson 
5193 A David Torrance 
5729 A Nienna Tromlin

5665 A Colin Tuckley 
5739 A Ray Vallance 
5722 A Philip Wadler 
5674 A Jim Walker
5744 A Ashley Walker
5737 A Jenny Watson
5023 A PA West
5518 A Susan Weston
2218 S John Wilkes
5742 A Paul Youll
5517 A Jim Young
4511 A Ziggie

IRL
5686 A David Butterfield 
5687 A Pat Butterfield 
5688 C Duncan Butterfield 
5689 C Cian Butterfield

J
5580 A Anan Amoh
5521 A Kunio Aoi
5522 A Akiko Aoi
5523 A Chikako Hatakeyama 
5750 A Etsuko Hosoi
5680 A Kayoko Isozaki
5682 A Tsutomu Iwasaki 
5681 A Takashiko Kaneko 
5752 A Mari Kotani
5679 A Hideyi Ogino
5677 A Kyoko Ogushi
3079 S Hiroshi Okuto
5676 A Chie Oshio
5749 A Aki Sato
5579 A Naoyuki Takagi
5751 A Takayuki Tatsumi

N
980 A Rolf Andersen
1815 S Bjorn Tore Elvedal 
1238 A Anders Frihagen 
5232 A Tore Audun Hoie 
5452 A Per Romanowski 
5453 C Peter Nikolai

Romanowski

NL
5823 A Katrien
5760 A G M Mulder

OMA
101 A Vince Docherty

P
5672 A Terry Cole

POL
5692 A Maciej Balasz
5794 J Michal Cholewa
5694 A Krzysztof Dryl 
1318 A Elzbieta Gepfert 
3412 A Marek Gumkowski 
5695 A Dariusz Hrymajllo 
5696 X Joanna Jaworska 
5697 A Adam Kalisty 
5698 A Alina Kot
5699 A Radoslaw Kot
5700 A Jaroslaw Kotarski 
5701 A Grzegorz Kozubski 
5693 A Katarzyna Lalowicz 
5702 A Artur Lukasiewicz 
5703 A Beata Matuszak 
5704 A Leszek Moczulski 
5705 A Marek Ostrowski 
5706 A Grazyna Pawlowska 
5707 A Janusz M. Piszczek 
5708 A Joanna Piszczek 
3410 A Malgorzata Pudlik 
5026 A Slawomir Saczek 
3417 A Hubert Sawa 
5795 A Izabela Sawa 

5709 A Katarzyna Sawczuk 
5710 A Piotr Sawicki 
5712 A Jolanta Sokolska 
5711 A Jaroslaw Sokolski 
5713 A Marek Sokolski
3411 A Helena Strokowska 
5717 A Tomasz Swiderski 
5793 A Miroslaw Swistak 
5024 A Agnieszka

Sylwanowicz 
5714 A Maciej Szalla 
5715 A Robert Szewczyk 
5716 A Magdalena Szlezak 
5718 A Daniel Wiktorowicz 
5508 A Pawel Ziemkiewicz

ROM
5791 A Cristian Concz 
1340 A Nicu Geese
5792 A Darius Luca Hupov

RUS
5761 A Arsen Khatchatovrov 
5473 A Natasha Savchenko

S
3861 A Martin Hogvall
3503 A Marie Lindh 
3862 A Marie Lindh
3505 A Hans Persson
3504 A Brit-Louise Viklund

USA
2814 A Alan
5559 S Caroline Andrews 
5826 A David Aronovitz 
5827 A Guest of David 

Aronovitz
5536 A Ellen Asher
2335 S Bruce Z. Bagdigian 
5531 S Believer
904 A Tracy Benton 
1355 A Michael Benveniste 
5541 A Marion Zimmer

Bradley
5554 A Frederick Bragdon 
5555 C Marah Bragdon 
5556 A Joyce Brenner 
5565 A Steve Carper
2866 A Chad Childers 
2234 A Alina Chu
5447 S Pat Ciuffreda 
1862 A John Cochran 
2070 A Susan Cochran
5524 A Greg Cox
5538 A Terri Czeczko
1 G Samuel R. Delany 
2139 A Jay Denebeim 
3502 A Guest of Jay 

Denebeim
4157 A Jay Denebeim 
2447 A Ann Dietz
2450 A Guest of Ann Dietz
5543 A Tom Doherty
5544 A Tanya Doherty
5568 A Louis Duray
5545 A Claire Eddy 
4043 A Eoin
4455 S Guest of Susan Ferer 
2902 X Melanie A. Fisher 
5535 A Valerie Freireich 
5546 A Roy Gainsburg 
4007 A Carson Gaspar 
4007 A Carson Gaspar 
5539 S Julie Goldsworth 
4401 A Hal Haag
5449 A Harry Hale
5567 S Michael Hanna
4044 A Chris Hill
1611 A Rachel Holmen 
5571 A Andrew Hooper

5446 S Marian Horseman 
5558 A Elizabeth Anne Hull 
5563 A Jean Jambas
2369 A P. Quinnatt Jones 
5534 A Angela Jones
5542 A Heather Rose Jones
5569 A Ruby Jones
2988 A Sunshine Katz 
4155 A Jack Kent
5530 S Daniel Kimmel
5549 A Tappan King
1208 A David Kogelman 
3194 A Joshua Kronengold 
1030 A Diane E. Krowxzyk 
2902 A Bridget Landry 
2772 S Karl Laundy 
2773 S Kathy Laundy 
4605 A Victoria Lawrence
5448 S Rob Liptak
5339 A Mark Long 
2051 A Ann Loomis 
2052 S Austin Loomis 
2052 A Austin Ixximis 
2053 A P. Burr Loomis
5450 A F. Gwynplaine 

MacIntyre
1947 A Sandra M. Manning 
1947 A Sandra M. Manning 
3988 A Jim Manning
3994 J Kirsten Manning 
3994 J Kirsten Manning 
3995 J Sarah Manning
3995 J Sarah Manning 
5441 A Terry Masinter
802 A Sally Mayer
915 A Judy W. Maynard 
5550 A Beth Meacham
5437 S Marie-Louise Miesel 
5540 S Christian Mogensen 
5443 C Cathlo Morton
5444 C Duncan Morton 
5564 A Marshall Muller
5552 S Aria Myers
2560 A Darlene Ney 
5562 A Sandra Nice 
5547 A Patrick Nielsen

Hayden
5548 A Teresa Nielsen 

Hayden
1054 A Mary A. Otten
5532 S Mary Otten
5525 A Karen Palinko
5560 A Paul Parsons
5561 A Susan Parsons
5557 A Frederik Pohl
5551 A Linda Quinton
5533 A Maureen Reddab 
3152 A Richard Robinson
3153 A Susan Robinson
5572 A Carrie Root
4667 A Leslie Ross 
5440 A Lee Ann Rucker 
5527 A Susan Russell 
5528 A Shannon Russell 
5529 C Lorien Russell 
5566 A Linda Saalman 
5570 S Thomas Sadler
389 S Richard A. Sheaves 
5438 A Kristine C. Smith 
3194 X Maria Stroffolino 
5537 A TAFF Delegate 
4800 A Persia L. Thorndike 
1032 A Tigershark 
1707 A Ron Trout
4831 A Laurie Vadeboncoeur 
2560 A Tess Wade
2383 A Janet Worley 
5691 A Jane Yolen
5526 A Laurence Zacher
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Wizards
OF THE COAST

.-.re Proud to Aiiiioiull^JU’ will be iitteiiiliiw

Wizards of the Coast VK Ltd, P.O Box 1562, Glasgow, G2 8BW Scotland. 

Customer Service Telephone 0345125599

If you k noir of any similar events happening in your area, please contact us at the telephone number 
given above and ive will do our best to help. We usually need to know at least one month in advance 

of the event, preferably longer for a larger convention so that we can plan our attendance.
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